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Tensor algebras over C*-correspondences are noncommutative generalizations
of the disk algebra. They contain, as special cases, analytic crossed products, semi-
crossed products, and Popescu’s noncommutative disk algebras. In this paper,
a dilation theorem and a commutant lifting theorem for representations of tensor
algebras is proved. These are used to show that for certain C*-correspondences, the
C*-envelopes (in the sense of Arveson) of the tensor algebras are the CuntzPimsner
algebras of the correspondences.  1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Motivation for this paper comes from two sources. First of all, we were
inspired by the fundamental contribution of Blecher, Ruan, and Sinclair [4],
which characterizes operator algebras abstractly as Banach algebras (unital
or approximately unital) that are endowed with L-matrix norm structures
with respect to which multiplication is completely contractive. This discovery
provides a new urgency to Arveson’s program [1] of studying the represen
tation theory of operator algebras in terms of the representation theory of
their C*-envelopes. Briefly, his program is the algebraic formulation of
classical dilation theory which, in turn, has been a central theme in operator
theory for over 40 years. If A is an operator algebra, then its C*-envelope,
C*(A), is a C*-algebra containing (a copy of ) A that is essentially uniquely
determined by the requirement that the so-called Shilov boundary ideal
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vanishes. (We explain these things in greater detail in Section 6.) The
C*-envelope codifies the algebraic and matrix norm structure of A. In
general, the identification of C*(A) is a very difficult task and no systematic
process is known for completing it. It is therefore of considerable interest to
characterize the C*-envelopes for large interesting classes of operator algebras.
The second source of motivation comes from the theory of finite dimen-
sional algebras and an old paper of Hochschild [16]. Suppose A is such
an algebra. Let R denote its radical, let S=AR, and let E=RR2. Then,
of course, S is a semi-simple algebra, and E is a bimodule over S in an
obvious fashion. Let
E n={ES ES } } } S E, n-times,S
n>0
n=0
,
let T(E)=n0 E n, and give T(E) the multiplication induced by tensoring.
Then T(E) becomes an algebra over C, called the tensor algebra over the
bimodule E. The original algebra A is a quotient of T(E). The advantage of
this approach to studying finite dimensional algebras comes from the fact that
because S is semisimple, its action on E may be easily analyzed. Furthermore,
the analysis leads to an effective method for understanding the complexities
inherent in the structure of the radical R. Unlocking these has become a major
theme in algebra during the last 25 years. (See [14, 11, and 13])
In operator algebra, M. Pimsner [28] recently introduced a C*-construc-
tion that may be used to define a ‘‘metric’’ version of T(E). The coefficient
algebra S is replaced by a C*-algebra and the bimodule E is endowed with
additional structure, making it what has come to be known as a C*-corre-
spondence (see Definition 2.1, below). The operator analogue of T(E) sits
inside a generalization of the C*-algebra generated by Toeplitz operators
on the circle with continuous symbols. A quotient of this ‘‘Toeplitz algebra’’
is a simultaneous generalization of the C*-algebra of all continuous func-
tions on the circle and the Cuntz algebra. We call this generalization the
CuntzPimsner algebra. One of our principal objectives in this paper is to
show that under suitable hypotheses, the C*-envelope of the operator analogue
of T(E) is the CuntzPimsner algebra. As corollaries we will have computed
the C*-envelopes of a number of algebras that have been studied in recent
years. Along the way, and equally important, we shall generalize key results
about single operators that constitute the central facts about dilation
theory: the existence and structure of dilations, coisometric extensions, and
commutant lifting.
It is our hope that linking the theory of finite dimensional algebras to
operator algebra in this way will enable us to develop a theory of infinite
dimensional algebras that stands in the same relation to finite dimensional
algebra as model theory for contraction operators stands in relation to
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operators on finite dimensional spaces. While this goal is perhaps too gran-
diose to be realized fully in the near future, the analysis of C*-envelopes,
tensor algebras, and CuntzPimsner algebras clearly is an important ingredient.
We like to believe that the tensor algebra of a C*-correspondence will play
the same role in the theory we hope will evolve as the disc algebra plays
in classical dilation theory. Certainly, this analogy is worth pursuing.
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. Correspondences
Throughout this paper, unless specified to the contrary, we let A denote
an arbitrary C*-algebra. This will be our coefficient algebra in constructs
that we shall make. In general, we make no separability hypotheses about A.
If A is unital, we shall write 1 or 1A for its unit. Likewise, for the algebra
of (bounded linear) operators on a (complex) Hilbert space H, B(H ), we
write 1 or 1H for the identity operator. The letter I will be reserved to
denote an ideal. When we refer to an approximate identity [e*]* # 4 for a
C*-algebra A, we mean, as is customary, that each e* is a positive element
in A of norm at most one with the property that for each a # A, the nets
[e*a]* # 4 and [ae*]* # 4 both converge to a in the norm on A.
Definition 2.1. A C*-correspondence over the C*-algebra A, or simply a
correspondence, is a bimodule E over A that, as a right A module, has an
A-valued inner product in the sense of Paschke [26], and is given by bounded
operators on the left.
A bit more explicitly, a correspondence E is endowed with a bi-additive
pairing, also called a rigging in [31],
( } , } ): E_E [ A
such that
1. (!, ’a) =(!, ’) a
2. (!, ’)*=(’, !) , and
3. (!, !) 0, with (!, !)=0 only when !=0.
A (right) module over a C*-algebra that is endowed with a rigging is often
called a Hilbert C*-module or simply a Hilbert module (provided it is
complete in the norm &!& :=&(!, !)&12A ). However, we shall avoid the latter
term since it conflicts with other terminology that also is well established
in the literature, and which we shall use here. A good, general, up-to-date,
reference for Hilbert C*-modules is the recent monograph by Lance [20].
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The left action of A on E is given by a homomorphism .: A [ L(E),
where L(E) denotes the bounded adjointable operators on E. The homo-
morphism . will be emphasized in our formulas and so we shall write
.(a)! for a!. In general, we shall not assume that E is full as a right A
module, meaning that A is the closed linear span of [(!, ’) | !, ’ # E].
Also, we shall not make any blanket assumptions about . being injective
in general. That is, as we shall say, we do not assume that E is faithful.
Neither will we assume that E is an essential left A-module, unless explicitly
stated. Recall that to say that E is essential means that .(A)E is dense in E.
By Cohen’s factorization theorem and the fact that A has an approximate
identity, this is the same as saying that .(A)E equals E. In [20] Lance calls
an essential left A-module structure on a Hilbert C*&module nondegenerate.
However, some of our results use these hypotheses.
In a sense, the most fundamental examples of Hilbert C*-modules over A,
are the column spaces over A, also called Hilbert spaces over A. To define them,
let S be a set of arbitrary cardinality, and let CS(A) be the set of all functions
! from S to A, !=(!i), such that the sum  !i*!i converges in A. Then CS(A)
is a Hilbert C*&module over A with A-valued inner product (!, ’) =
 !i*’i . The space CS(A) is uniquely determined up to isomorphism by the
cardinality of S, |S |, and CS(A) is called column Hilbert space over A of
dimension |S|. When S is countably infinite, we write C(A) for CS(A) and
call it simply column Hilbert space over A. When S has finite cardinality n,
we write Cn(A) for CS(A) and call it simply column n-space over A.
Kasparov’s celebrated stabilization theorem [18] asserts that if E is
countably generated as a right module over A, meaning that there is a
countable set G contained in E such that E is the norm closed submodule
of E generated G, then EC(A) is isomorphic to C(A). This means, in
turn, that when E is countably generated then E is (isomorphic to) a direct
summand of C(A). That is, there is a projection P in L(C(A)) such
that E is isomorphic to P } C(A). When this is done, K(E) may be viewed
as P } K(C(A)) } P and L(E) may be viewed as P } L(C(A)) } P. In a
sense, one may think of CS(A) as an analogue of a free module over A and
so one may view Kasparov’s theorem as saying that when E is countably
generated, E is a projective Hilbert C*-module over A, being a direct
summand of the free module C(A). Also, in connection with this relation
between Kasparov’s stabilization theorem and projective modules, we shall
say that a Hilbert C*-module or a correspondence is finitely projective in
case it is (isomorphic to) a direct summand of Cn(A) for some finite n.
Note that this is more than saying that the module is finitely generated.
After all, C0(0, 1) is a finitely generated submodule of C([0, 1]), but it is
not isomorphic to a summand of Cn(C([0, 1])) for any finite n.
We shall say that a correspondence over a C*-algebra A is countably
generated if it is countably generated as a Hilbert C*-module. In our main
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results, we make no assumption about the size of the correspondences in
question. However, in examples and on the way to proving a key lemma
for our analysis, Lemma 3.5, we use countably generated correspondences.
One may also think of a correspondence as a generalization of an endo-
morphism of a C*-algebra. Indeed, one of the most important correspondences
we shall meet is given by taking E to be A with rigging given by the formula
(a, b)=a*b and with left action given by a homomorphism .: A [ M(A).
We shall discuss others as we develop some examples later.
It is well known (see [18 and 20]) that the multiplier algebra of K(E)
is L(E) and so the latter carries the strict topology induced by the former.
In later sections of this paper, a number of strict topologies play important
roles and we introduce our notation now for the sake of future reference.
Definition 2.2. (1) Given a general C*-algebra B, {B will denote the
strict topology on M(B) defined by the seminorms c [ &cb&, &c*b&, b # B.
(2) If E is a Hilbert C*-module over of C*-algebra A, then by {K (or
{K(E)) we denote the strict topology on L(E) (or subsets of it) when L(E)
is viewed as M(K(E)); i.e., it is the topology on L(E) defined by the semi-
norms T [ &Tk&, &T*k& for k # K(E).
(3) Given a Hilbert C*-module E, we write s*E for the strong-V topology
on L(E); i.e., s*E is the topology defined by the seminorms T [ &T!&, &T*!&,
T # L(E), ! # E.
(4) If H is a Hilbert space, then s*H denotes the usual strong-V topology
on B(H ). (This is consistent with the preceding notation; take A=C.)
While we shall not assume, in general, that our correspondences are
essential as left modules, we shall find it useful on occasion to assume
something a bit weaker: we shall assume that they are strict. The terminology
is taken from [20]. That is, a correspondence E over a C*-algebra A is strict
in case .: A [ L(E) is continuous with respect to the strict topology {A on
A and the strict topology {K on L(E). It is not hard to see that E is strict
precisely when [.(e*)] converges in the strict topology on L(E) for some,
and hence every approximate identity [e*] for A. In this event, the strict
limit of [.(e*)] is a projection, say Q, . extends to V-homomorphism of
M(A) into L(E) with .(1M(A))=Q, and the essential submodule of E is QE.
The following lemma, then, is easy to check. Details, further discussion,
and examples may be found in [20].
Lemma 2.3. If E is a strict correspondence over the C*-algebra A, then
(1) {K$s*E and equality holds on bounded sets of L(E).
(2) {.(A)$s*E | .(A).
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(3) If . is injective, then .: (A, {A)  (.(A), {.(A)) is a homeomor-
phism and extends to a homeomorphism from M(A) onto .(M(A))=M(.(A)).
It is worthwhile to emphasize that in (3), M(.(A)) is the collection of all
T in QL(E)Q, where .(1M(A))=Q, such that T.(A) and .(A)T are
contained in .(A).
2.2. The Toeplitz C*-Algebra of a Correspondence
Given a correspondence E over A, we define E n by the formula
E n={EA EA } } } A E, n-timesA
n>0
n=0
.
Then E n becomes a correspondence over A in a natural way. The left
action of A on E n is given by the formula .(n)(a) !1!2 } } } !n=
(.(a) !1)!2  } } } !n . The rigging on E n comes from the internal tensor
product construction. For n=2, it is given by the formula
(!1!2 , ’1’2)=(!2 , .((!1 , ’1) ) ’2)
and it is inductively defined for general n. The Fock space, F(E), over the
correspondence E is defined to be the direct sum of the E n with the
obvious structure of a correspondence,
F(E)= :

n=0
 E n.
Given ! # E, the creation operator, T! , on F(E) determined by ! is
defined by the matrix
T!=_
0 0 0 } } } } } } } } }
&
T (1)! 0 0 0
. . . } } }
0 T (2)! 0 0
. . . } } }
0 0 T (3)! 0
. . . } } }
b 0 0 T (4)! 0 } } }
b b b b . . . . . .
where T (n)! : E
n [ E n+1 is defined by the formula T (n)! ’=!’. These
maps are easily seen to be bounded (by the norm of !) and they are adjoint-
able, with adjoints given by the formula (T (n)! )* (‘’)=.
(n)((!, ‘) )’,
‘ # E, ’ # E n. Consequently, one can form the annihilation operator deter-
mined by !, T!*. It is given by the matrix expression
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T!*=_
0 (T (1)! )* 0 } } } } } } } } }
& .
0 0 (T (2)! )* 0
. . . } } }
0 0 0 (T (3)! )*
. . . } } }
0 0 0 0 (T (4)! )* } } }
b 0 0 0 0 } } }
b b b b . . . . . .
Finally, for a # A, we define the operator .(a) to be the matrix
.(a)=diag(a, .(a), .(2)(a), ...).
Definition 2.4. The Toeplitz C*-algebra associated to the correspon-
dence E, T(E), is simply the C*-algebra in L(F(E)) generated by [T!]! # E
and [.(a)]a # A . The Tensor algebra or the algebra of analytic Toeplitz
operators associated with the correspondence E, T+(E), is defined to be the
norm-closed subalgebra of T(E) generated by [T!]! # E and [.(a)]a # A .
It is worthwhile to note that our definition is a little different from
Pimsner’s. The reason is that he assumes that . is injective. Our T(E) is
what he would denote TE
t
[28, Remark 1.2(3)]. This difference will not
intervene in a material way, but from time to time, we shall need to take
precautions. We now give some examples that we shall refer to throughout
the text.
Example 2.5. The simplest example occurs when one lets A=E=C,
and then takes . to be the identity map. In this case, F(E) may be
identified with l2(Z+) and T(E) is the C*-algebra generated by T1 , which
is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one. Thus T(E) is the C*-algebra all
the Toeplitz operators with continuous symbols and T+(E) is the algebra
of all analytic Toeplitz operators with continuous symbols. That is, T+(E)
is completely isometrically isomorphic to the disc algebra.
Example 2.6. More generally, suppose A=E as a right A module, with
inner product (a, b) =a*b and suppose the left action is given by an
automorphism . of A. Then it is an easy matter to check that E n is
naturally isomorphic to A as a right A rigged module for each n, and that
the isomorphism carries .(n) on E n to .n on A. That is, the left action
of A on A, viewed as E n, is given by the formula .(n)(a)b=.n(a)b.
Pimsner points out in [28] that the C*-algebra T(E) is the Toeplitz
extension of the crossed product of A by Z determined by .. It is easy to
see that T+(E) is completely isometrically isomorphic to the analytic (or
non-self-adjoint) crossed product of A by Z+ determined by . (see [22]).
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If . is a general endomorphism of A, then T(E) is a Toeplitz-like exten-
sion of a crossed product first studied by Cuntz in [7] and studied further
by Doplicher and Roberts in [8]. In this case, as we shall see later, after
Theorem 3.13, the algebra T+(E) is the semicrossed product of A deter-
mined by . in the sense of Peters [27]at least if . is essential, meaning
that E is essential. There is also a relation between T(E) and the crossed
products studied by Stacey in [34], however there is a subtle difference
and we intend to pursue the matter elsewhere.
Example 2.7. Here, we let the C*-algebra A be C and we let E be an
ordinary Hilbert space of Hilbert space dimension n, n=1, 2, ..., . Since
we want to consider E as a rigged space over C, the inner product on E
will be conjugate linear in the first variable. The left action of C on E is
given by the formula .(:)!=(:1)! where 1 denotes the identity operator
on E. In this case, then, T(E) is the Toeplitz extension of the Cuntz
algebra On , where n=dim(E). The algebra T+(E) is the algebra An studied
by Popescu in [30]. Again, this last statement is not hard to verify and will
fall out of our analysis later. Of course, when n=1, this example contains
the first example.
Example 2.8. In this example, our C*-algebra A is the algebra Dn(C )
of n_n diagonal matrices. The correspondence E is the collection of n_n
matrices that are non-zero only along the superdiagonal. Evidently, E is a
bimodule over Dn(C ) under usual matrix multiplication. The Dn(C ) rigging
is given by the formula (e, f ) =8(e*f ), where 8 is the conditional expec-
tation of Mn(C ) onto Dn(C ) which sends a matrix a to the matrix with the
same diagonal as a but with zeros in the off-diagonal position. Then it is
a straightforward calculation to check that T(E) is the algebra of n_n
matrices, Mn(C ), and that T+(E) is completely isometrically isomorphic to
the algebra of upper triangular matrices, Tn(C ). Note that here, the Dn(C )-
valued inner product on E is not full and the left action of Dn(C ) on E is
not faithful.
One might like to try to extend this example to other incidence algebras,
but problems arise from several sources. Suppose P[1, 2, ..., n]2 is a
partial order and let A(P) be the subalgebra Mn(C ) consisting of those
matrices (aij) such that aij=0 unless (i, j) # P. Then the radical A(P), R(P),
is [(aij) # A(P) | aii=0 for all i]. The quotient E=R(P)R(P)2 may be
identified with the set of matrices that are supported on a certain subset of
P and may be endowed with the structure of a Dn(C ) bimodule in the
obvious way. Furthermore, E is rigged on the right in the same way as
above. The algebra T+(E) is algebraically isomorphic to the tensor algebra
over E discussed above as one of our motivating examples. However, the
algebra A(P) is in general only a quotient of T+(E). This is because A(P)
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need not be hereditary as an algebra, but the tensor algebra of a bimodule
over a semisimple algebra is always hereditary as an algebra (see [11]).
But even when A(P) and T+(E) are algebraically isomorphic, they need
not be isometrically isomorphic. Perhaps the easiest example comes from
the subalgebra A(P) of T3(C ) consisting of those matrices whose 2, 3-entry
vanishes. A straightforward, but tedious, calculation shows that T+(E) in
this situation is completely isometrically isomorphic to the space of 4_4
matrices of the form
_
a
0
0
0
b
c
0
0
0
0
a
0
0
0
d
e&
where a, b, c, d, and e are arbitrary complex numbers. The norm structure
is the one it gets from acting on C4 in the usual way. This is clearly
isomorphic to A(P) but is not isometrically isomorphic to A(P).
Algebras of the form A(P) and their various infinite dimensional generaliza-
tions have occupied considerable attention in recent years. Many of them give
rise to C*-correspondences, E say, and it is an interesting, largely untouched,
problem to determine when A(P) is completely isometrically isomorphic
to T+(E).
Example 2.9. Related to the incidence algebras are quiver algebras.
In the purely algebraic setting these are Morita equivalent to the tensor
algebras we have been discussing. A quiver consists of two sets, Q(0) and Q(1),
and a pair of maps, r, s: Q(1)  Q(0). The elements of Q(1) are called arrows
and the elements of Q(0) are called vertices. If : # Q(1), then r(:) is called
the range of :, while s(:) is called the source of :. We shall assume for the
sake of this discussion that Q(1) and Q(0) are finite. In general, one can
consider infinite spaces with topologies on them. We shall leave these
complications aside in this discussion. However, notationally, we shall treat
them as compact Hausdorff spaces and write C(Q(i)) for what really is the
direct sum of |Q(i)| copies of C. Thus, for our purposes, a quiver is just a
(finite) directed graph and there may be several arrows between two vertices.
The space C(Q(1)) becomes a C*-correspondence over the commutative
C*-algebra C(Q(0)) via the formulae
(!, ’)(v)= :
s(:)=v
!(:) ’(:),
! } f (:)=!(:) f (s(:)),
.( f ) } !(:)= f (r(:)) !(:),
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where !, ’ # C(Q(1)) and f # C(Q(0)). In fact, it is not difficult to see that an
arbitrary finite dimensional correspondence over C(Q(0)) is of the form
C(Q(1)) for a suitable choice of Q(1). The tensor algebra over C(Q(1)) gives
an operator algebra interpretation to what algebraists usually call the path
algebra of the quiver. We shall not develop the details here, but refer
instead to [23] for a lengthier discussion of the matter. We note that if Q(0)
consists of one vertex and Q(1) consists of n arrows from the vertex to itself,
then we are back in the setting of Example 2.7. If, on the other hand, Q(0)
consists of n vertices, and if Q(1) consists of n&1 arrows joining the vertices
in succession, then the tensor algebra of C(Q(1)) is the algebra of upper tri-
angular matrices discussed above. For a general finite quiver, if the range
and source maps are both surjective, then the tensor algebra over C(Q(1))
is a generalization of Popescu’s algebra discussed above, with, as we shall
see, its C*-envelope equal to a CuntzKrieger algebra that may be con-
structed from Q(1) (see [23, 33]).
Example 2.10. Suppose A is a C*-algebra and that E is a Hilbert
C*-module over A. Suppose, too, that B is a C*-subalgebra of L(E). Let
A be the collection of 2_2 matrices of the form
_ae
0
b& ,
where a # A, b # B, e # E. Then with the obvious operations A is an algebra,
an algebra that is frequently used in ring theory to construct interesting
examples. We shall see shortly that if we let C=AB and if we give E the
structure of a C*-correspondence over C by setting e } (a+b)=e } a, .(a+b)e
=be and viewing the A-valued inner product as a C-valued inner product,
then A is the tensor algebra of E viewed as a correspondence over C.
2.3. Covariant Representations
A key ingredient in our study is the interplay between the representations
of T(E) and T+(E) on the one hand and the covariant representations of E
that we now define. But first recall that E comes equipped with the operator
space structure that it inherits as a subspace of the so-called linking algebra
L=_AE
E*
K(E )&
it determines. Here, and in the sequel, K(E) denotes the ideal in L(E)
consisting of the compact operators and E* is the opposite bimodule deter-
mined by Ewhich, recall, as a set is just E but has the operations of A
and K(E) written on the other sides and is endowed with the conjugate
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linear action of C. The notation is to suggest that L consists of all 2_2
matrices ( ae
f
k ) where a # A, e # E, f # E* and k # K(E). The A- and
K(E)-valued pairings between E and E* define the algebraic structure on
L and there is a natural action of L on AE that endows L with the
structure of a C*-algebra. For these things, see [6], [20], and [3].
Thus L is similar to the algebra A in Example 2.10. If B in that example
is contained in K(E), then A is a subalgebra of L. In general, it is a
subalgebra of the multiplier algebra of L. In this way, A is endowed with
an operator algebra structure.
Definition 2.11. A pair (T, _) is called a covariant representation of E
on the Hilbert space H if
(1) T : E  B(H ) is a linear map;
(2) _: A  B(H ) is a nondegenerate V-homomorphism; and
(3) T(!a)=T(!) _(a), while T(.(a)!)=_(a) T(!), for all ! # E,
and a # A.
A covariant representation, (T, _), of E on the Hilbert space H is called
bounded (resp. completely bounded, contractive, completely contractive) in
case T is bounded (resp. completely bounded, contractive, completely
contractive) as a linear map on E endowed with the operator space structure
coming from the linking algebra of E described above.
We shall say that a covariant representation, (T, _), of E is isometric in
case T(!)* T(’)=_((!, ’) ) for all !, ’ # E.
It is instructive to rephrase the covariance condition as follows. Given a
covariant representation (T, _) of E on a Hilbert space H, view B(H ) as a
bimodule over A using _. Thus, for a, b # A and X # B(H ), aXb :=_(a) X_(b).
Then condition (3) in Definition 2.11 is just the assertion that T is a bimodule
map from E to B(H). Spaces of such maps have received a fair amount of atten-
tion recently. Our contribution to the theory is that such maps can be
expressed in terms of single operators acting between (possibly) different
Hilbert spaces. See Lemma 3.5.
We record for later use and reference the following theorem that appears
as Theorem 3.4 of [28]. We refer the reader to the proof given there to see
that it works as well for the more general context we are discussing.
Theorem 2.12. If E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra A and if
(V, _) is an isometric covariant representation of T(E) on a Hilbert space
H, then the map
{T! [ V(!),.(a) [ _(a),
! # E
a # A
,
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extends uniquely to a C*-representation of T(E) on H. Conversely, if
?: T(E) [ B(H ) is a C*-representation, and if V(!) is defined to be ?(T!),
! # E, while _(a) is defined to be ?(.(a)), a # A, then (V, _) is an isometric
covariant representation of E on H.
It is worthwhile to call attention to the following immediate corollary of
this theorem, particularly because it is shows a potential confusion in the
terminology that we want to avoid. The proof is a straightforward calcula-
tion and will be omitted.
Corollary 2.13. If (V, _) is an isometric covariant representation of a
correspondence, then it is completely contractive. The map V will be completely
isometric if, in addition, _ is faithful.
Because of the bijection established in Theorem 2.12, the following definition
makes sense.
Definition 2.14. If (V, _) is an isometric representation of a correspon-
dence E over a C*-algebra A, then we write __V for the unique C*-represen-
tation of T(E) that extends (V, _) and is guaranteed by Theorem 2.12. We call
__V the integrated form of (V, _). Likewise, if ? is a C*-representation of
T(E) and if (V, _) is the isometric covariant representation of E associated
with ? in Theorem 2.12, then (V, _) is called the disintegrated form of ?.
In the next section, we shall show that every completely contractive covariant
representation of E may be dilated to an isometric covariant representation
of E. We then use this to show that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between completely contractive covariant representations of E and completely
contractive representations of T+(E). As will be evident later, if it is not
already, this dilation theorem and the resulting bijection between completely
contractive covariant representations of E and completely contractive
representations of T+(E) may be viewed as a non-commutative version of
von Neumann’s inequality [38] that extends that of Popescu [30].
2.4. CuntzPimsner C*-Algebras
In addition to the Toeplitz algebra T(E) associated to the correspon-
dence E, a key role in our theory is played by a generalization of the
CuntzKrieger algebra developed by Pimsner [28]. We call it the Cuntz
Pimsner algebra associated to E. To define it, observe that we may regard
each finite sum Nn=0 E
n as a subspace of F(E) and we may regard
L(Nn=0 E
n) as the subalgebra of L(F(E)) in the obvious way. Specifi-
cally, if PN denotes the projection of F(E) onto Nn=0 E
n, then PN is
a projection in L(F(E)) and L(Nn=0 E
n) may be identified with
PNL(F(E))PN . Let B be the C*-subalgebra of L(F(E)) generated by
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all the L(Nn=0 E
n) as N ranges over the non-negative integers. Then it
is easy to check that the elements of T(E) act as multipliers of B; i.e.,
T(E)M(B).
Definition 2.15. The CuntzPimsner algebra, O(E), associated to the
correspondence E is defined to be the image of T(E) in the corona algebra
M(B)B.
It should be noted that under our general assumptions on a correspon-
dence E it is possible for B to be all of L(F(E)) so that O(E) can be
zero. For an example, see Example 2.8. If, however, E is faithful as a left
A-module, i.e., if . is injective, then O(E) will be non-zero, as shown by
Pimsner in [28]. In Example 2.5, O(E) is simply the continuous functions
on the circle. On the other hand, in Example 2.7, O(E) is the usual Cuntz
algebra On where n=dim(E). Finally, in Example 2.6, if . is an automor-
phism, then O(E) is the crossed product A_. Z. If . is a general endomorphism,
then O(E) is the algebra described in [7].
One of our primary objectives is to show that under suitable hypotheses, O(E)
is the C*-envelope of T+(E). This will be done in Section 6. It was the realization
that there is a relation between the C*-envelope of T+(E) and CuntzPimsner
algebra associated to E that initiated the research for this paper.
Because there are interesting examples in our theory where . is not injective
we pause to develop some refinements of the CuntzPimsner algebra. First we
need to rehearse how the C*-algebra T(E) is related to the C*-algebra K(E).
Since we are not assuming that the map .: A [ L(E) is injective, we must be
careful about applying the theory developed in [28]. Recall, however, that the
Fock space over E, F(E), is defined to be the correspondence AEE 2
 } } } and note that the map a [ .(a), a # A, is to F(E) what . is to E.
Since A is a summand of F(E), the map . is injective. Hence, by the
remarks at the outset of Chapter 1 of [28], the map from K(E) to L(F(E))
defined by the formula
!’* [ T!T’*
is an injective C*-representation. Alternatively, simply note that T!T’* is
reduced by each of the summands in F(E) and the restriction of T!T’* to
the summand E is !’*. Of course the range of this map is contained
in T(E). Thus, we may view K(E) as isometrically contained in T(E)
L(F(E)) in this way. It follows, now, just as in [28], that if (V, ?) is an
isometric covariant representation of E on the Hilbert space H, then the
map ?(1) from K(E) to B(H ) defined by the formula
?(1)(!’*)=V(!) V(’)*=(?_V )(T!T’*)
!, ’ # E, is a C*-representation of K(E) on H.
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The same argument shows that for each n1, K(E n) is contained in
T(E), and that an isometric covariant representation of E induces in this
way a C*-representation ?(n) of K(E n). The thing to keep in mind is
that because . is not assumed to be injective, the spaces E n can vanish
from some point on. Indeed, let us write N0=A, N1=(E, .(A)E) =
(E, .(N0)E) , and inductively write Nk+1=(E, .(Nk)E) . Evidently,
these are ideals in A that decrease with increasing k.
Proposition 2.16. The space E n reduces to the zero space if and only
if the ideal Nn&1 is contained in the kernel of .; and this happens if and only
if Nn=[0].
Proof. The lemma is a consequence of how the A-valued inner product
is defined on E n. Indeed, if !=!1 !2 # E n, with !1 # E  (n&1) and
!2 # E and if ’=’1 ’2 is expressed similarly, then
(!, ’) E n=(!2 , .((!1 , ’1) E  (n&1)) ’2) E .
This implies that (E n, E n)=(E, .(Nn&1)E)=Nn . Thus, since E n=0
if and only if (E n, E n) =0, and since for a # A, .(a)=0 if and only if
(!, .(a)’) =0 for all !, ’ # E, the proof is complete. K
Following Pimsner [28], we write J for the ideal .&1(K(E)) :=[a #
A | .(a) # K(E)]. If J0J is another ideal in A, then we write I(J0) for the
ideal in T(E) generated by .(J0)P0 , where, recall, P0 denotes the projec-
tion in L(F(E)) that maps F(E) onto the first summand, A. Of course,
for this to make sense, we need to know that .(J0)P0 is contained in T(E).
However, this is proved as part 2 of
Lemma 2.17. For every a # J, we have
1. if .(a)=limn i !i, n’*i, n , and if Tn := i T!i, n T*’i, n , then limn Tn
=.(a)&.(a)P0 , and
2. .(a)P0 lies in T(E).
Proof. This is proved in [28, Theorem 3.13]. We spell out the details
here to show that they do not require any special hypotheses on .. Evidently,
the second assertion is a consequence of the first, since .(a) and the limit,
limn Tn , both lie in T(E). Hence, we attend to the first. So fix a # J. Given
=>0, choose b=ni=1 !i’i* in K(E) such that &.(a)&b&<=. Write T=
 T!i T*’i in T(E). Then calculating the effect of T on an element of the
form
a0 ‘(1)‘ (2)1 ‘
(2)
2  } } }
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in F(E), we obtain b } ‘(1)  (b } ‘ (2)1 )‘
(2)
2 } } } which, in turn, is
[.(a) } ‘(1)  (.(a) } ‘ (2)1 )‘ (2)2  } } } ]
&[(.(a)&b) } ‘(1)  ((.(a)&b) } ‘ (2)1 )‘
(2)
2  } } } ].
The left hand side of this expression is, of course, .(a)&.(a)P0 acting
on the vector a0‘(1)‘ (2)1 ‘
(2)
2  } } } . The right hand side has norm
dominated by = times the norm of a0 ‘(1)‘ (2)1 ‘
(2)
2  } } } in F(E). This
implies that &T&(.(a)&.(a) P0)&<=.
Definition 2.18. If E is a C*-correspondence over the C*-algebra A,
and if J=.&1(K(E)) is the ideal in A defined above, then for each ideal J0
contained in J, we let O(J0 , E) denote the quotient C*-algebra T(E)I(J0),
where I(J0) is the ideal in T(E) defined above, and we call it the relative
CuntzPimsner algebra determined by J0 or the extension of O(E) by JJ0 .
The terminology is reasonable because when . is injective, O(E) is O(J, E)
by Theorem 3.13 of [28]. We then get the short exact sequence of C*-algebras
0  I(J )I(J0)  T(E)I(J0)=O(J0 , E)  O(J, E)=O(E)  0.
The algebras O(J0 , E) arise quite naturally in examples, as we shall show
in Example 2.22, below. However, before presenting this example, we first
prove the following theorem which extends Theorem 3.12 of [28] and then
we provide a useful sufficient condition for deciding when the algebras
O(J0 , E) are different from zero.
Theorem 2.19. Suppose that E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra A
and let J0J (=.&1(K(E))) be an ideal. If (V, _) is an isometric covariant
representation of E on a Hilbert space H, then __V annihilates I(J0), and
therefore passes to O(J0 , E), if and only if for all a # J0
_(1) b .(a)=_(a).
Proof. Fix an isometric covariant representation (V, _) of E and write
\ for __V. We first show that if _(1) b .(a)=_(a), for all a # J0 , then \
vanishes on I(J0). Since the kernel of \ is an ideal in T(E), it is enough
to show that \(.(a) P0)=0 for all a # J0 . By part 1 of Lemma 2.17, we
know that if we express .(a) as the limit, limn  i !i, n’*i, n , as we may,
for a suitable choice of elements !i, n and ’i, n in E, then .(a) P0=
limn i T!i, nT*’i, n&.(a). It follows that \(.(a) P0)=\(limn i T!i, nT*’i, n)
&\(.(a))=limn \(i T!i, n T*’i, n)&\(.(a)). The second term in the last
expression is _(a), by definition of \. The first term is limn _(1)(i !i, n’*i, n)
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by definition of _(1) and the way we imbed K(E) in T(E). Thus, if _ (1) b
.(a)=_(a), we conclude that
\(.(a) P0)=lim
n
_(1) \:i !i, n’*i, n+&_(a)
=_(1) \limn \:i ! i, n’*i, n++&_(a)
=_(1) b .(a)&_(a)
=0,
since _(1) is continuous. Thus \ vanishes on I(J0), as requested. However,
the argument is reversible, and these equations show that if \ vanishes on
I(J0), then _(1) b .(a)&_(a)=0, for all a # J0 . This completes the proof. K
To show that O(J0 , E) is different from zero, it suffices to show that
.(A) & I(J0)=[0]. This means that the composition of . and the
quotient map of T(E) onto O(J0 , E) is faithful on A, i.e., that A sits in
O(J0 , E). We shall do this under the hypothesis that the restriction of .
to J0 is injective. We write Qn for the projection in L(F(E)) that maps
F(E) onto E n. Thus, in previous notation, Q0=P0 , and Qn=Pn&Pn&1 ,
for n1.
Lemma 2.20. Let T # I(J0). Then
1. if T=T!1 T!2 } } } T!k .(a) Q0T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’l , a # J0 , and if m, n0,
then QnTQm=$n, k $l, mT!1 T!2 } } } T!k .(a) Q0T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’l ;
2. for n, m0, QnTQm # I(J0);
3. limn   &Qn TQn&=0; and
4. for g, h # F(E), (Tg, h) # J0 .
Proof. The first assertion is, of course, immediate from the definition of
the operators involved. Since every T # T(J0) is a norm limit of linear
combinations of operators of the form T!1 T!2 } } } T!k.(a) Q0T*’1T*’2 } } } T*’l ,
the second and third statements are now evident. To prove the last statement,
we may again assume that T=T!1 T!2 } } } T!k .(a) Q0T*’1T*’2 } } } T*’l and that
g, h # E n. Then (Tg, h)=(QnTQng, h)=$n, k$l, n(T!1 T!2 } } } T!k .(a)_
Q0 T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’l g, h) , by (1). But if k=l=n, then this last term is
(.(a) Q0T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’n g, T*!n } } } T*!1 h) .
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Since g is in E n, T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’n g is an element b in A, viewed as the
zeroth summand of F(E). Likewise, T*!n } } } T*!1 h=c, for some c # A. Thus
(.(a) Q0T*’1 T*’2 } } } T*’n g, T*!n } } } T*!1 h)=b*a*c.
Since a* # J0- an ideal, b*a*c lies in J0 , too. K
Proposition 2.21. If E is a correspondence over A and if J0J
(=.&1(K(E))) is an ideal such that . | J0 is injective, then .&1 (I(J0))=0;
i.e., the composition of . with the quotient map from T(E) onto O(J0 , E)
is injective.
Proof. First we show that if .(a) lies in I(J0), and if .(a) Qn=0,
then .(a)Qn&1=0, for all n1. Indeed, if ’1’2 } } } ’n # E n, then
0=.(a)(’1’2 } } } ’n)=(.(a) ’1)’2 } } } ’n , and so
0=( (.(a) ’1)’2 } } } ’n , (.(a) ’1)’2 } } } ’n)
=(’n , .(( (.(a) ’1)’2 } } } ’n&1 , (.(a) ’1)’2 } } } ’n&1)) ’n)
=(’n , .((.(a)(’1’2 } } } ’n&1),
_.(a)(’1’2 } } } ’n&1)) ) ’n)
Since this holds for all ’n # E, we conclude that .((.(a)(’1’2
 } } } ’n&1), .(a)(’1 ’2 } } } ’n&1)) )=0. On the other hand,
since .(a) lies in I(J0), all inner products (.(a) !, ’) lie in J0 ,
!, ’ # F(E) by part 4 of Lemma 2.20. By hypothesis, then, .(a)(’1’2
 } } } ’n&1)=0, which means that .(a) Qn&1=0. Thus, we see that if
.(a) Qn=0, for some n, then 0=.(a) Qn=.(a) Qn&1= } } } =.(a) Q0
=.(a) Q0=.(a) P0 , so that a=0, since . is injective on J0 by hypothesis.
Hence we may assume that .(a) Qn{0 for all n. In particular, we may
assume that E n{0 for all n. Since the projections Qn all commute with
.(A), the maps a [ .(a) Qn from A into L(E n) are all V-homomor-
phisms and what we just proved allows us to assume that on .&1 (I(J0)) they
are all faithful. Thus, for a # .&1 (I(J0)), we have &a&=limn   &Qn.(a) Qn&
on the one hand, but on the other, the limit is zero by part 3 of Lemma 2.20.
Hence .&1 (I(J0))=0. K
It is worth noting that while O(E) (=O(J, E)) may be defined in terms
of the image of T(E) in a corona algebra when . is injective, we do not
know of an analogous description for O(J0 , E).
Example 2.22 Let J0 and J1 be two (two-sided) ideals in a C*-algebra
A and let %: J0 [ J1 be a C*-isomorphism. In [12] Exel calls such a % a
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partial automorphism of A. In [28, Example (4)], Pimsner showed that one
can get a correspondence by taking E=J1 with the usual structure as a
Hilbert C*-module over A and by defining .: A [ L(J1) according to the
formula .(a)b=%(a%&1(b)), b # J1 . Observe that in this case, (E, E)=J1 ,
so that in general (E, E) is different from A, and observe that ker .=
[a # A | aJ0=[0]], so that in general ker .{[0]. However, we have
J0.&1(K(E)), since for a # J0 , .(a)b=%(a)b, for all b # J1=E, and
J0 & ker .=[0]. Consequently, we may conclude from Proposition 2.21
that O(J0 , E) is non-zero.
The importance of this example rests on its relation with the covariance
algebra, C*(A, %), that Exel associates to A and %. To define it, first note
that we may form all the powers of % provided that we are careful. We
set D0=A, D&1=J0 & D0=J0 , and for general n>0, we set D&n=
[a # J0 | %(a) # D&(n&1)]. Then, for n>0, we set Dn=%nD&n . The family
[Dn]n # Z is a sequence of ideals in A, with D&1=J0 , D1=J1 by definition,
and it is easy to see that for all n, m # Z, %n(D&n & Dm)=Dn & Dn+m .
We let L be the space of all finitely non-zero, A-valued sequences,
y=[ y(n)]n # Z , such that y(n) # Dn for all n. Then L becomes a V-algebra
under the product and adjoint operation defined by the formulae
x V y(n)=: %k(%&k(x(k)) } y(n&k)), and
y*(k)=%&k( y(&k)*),
x, y # L. A covariant representation of L, then, is a pair (_, u), where _ is
a C*-representation of A on a Hilbert space H and u is a partial isometry
on H satisfying:
(E1) the initial space of u, u*uH, is _(J0)H,
(E2) the final space of u, uu*H, is _(J1)H, and
(E3) _(%(a))=u_(a)u*, for all a # J0 .
Given a covariant representation (_, u) of L on H, one gets a V-represen-
tation of L on H, denoted __u, defined by the formula
(__u)( y)=: _( y(n))un.
The C*-algebra C*(A, %) is defined to be the completion of L in the norm
&y&=sup[&(__u)( y)& | (_, u) a covariant representation of L]. Clearly,
this is a C*-seminorm, since it is given by a supremum of C*-seminorms.
The fact that it is a norm needs to be proved, but this is not difficult,
see [12].
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One may check easily that in the notation of Example 2.22, E n is
naturally isomorphic to Dn for all n0, and that the maps .(a) [ $0 a,
a # A, and T! [ $&1 %&1(!*), ! # D1=E, where $k(n)=$n, k , define an
isometric covariant representation of E into C*(A, %). Furthermore, it is
easy to see that if ? denotes its integrated form, then ? maps T(E) onto
C*(A, %), and ?(1) b .(a)=$0a for all a # J0 . Thus ? passes to a C*-homomor-
phism from O(J0 , E) onto C*(A, %). To show that O(J0 , E) is isomorphic to
C*(A, %) via ?, it is enough to prove that O(J0 , E) has the universal property
enjoyed by C*(A, %). More precisely, it suffices to note that if (V, _) is an
isometric covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space H such that _(1)
b .(a)=_(a), a # J0 then (V, _) gives rise to a covariant representation
(_, u) of L as follows. Let H1 be the essential subspace of _ | J1 and let [e*]
be a positive, contractive, increasing approximate identity for J1 . If
!*=e12* , then [!*] also is a positive, contractive, increasing approximate
identity for J1 . Furthermore, since V(!*)* V(!*)=_((!* , !*) )=_(e*), it is
easy to see that [V(!*)] converges strongly on H1 to a partial isometry v
from H1 into H. If we set v equal to zero on H =1 , then it is easy to see that
(_, v*) is a covariant representation of L from which one may recapture (V, _).
The condition _(1) b .(a)=_(a), a # J0 , in fact, guarantees that (_, v*)
satisfies (E3). We omit the details, but summarize our discussion in the
following proposition for future reference.
Proposition 2.23. Let A be a C*-algebra, let J0 and J1 be two ideals
in A, and let %: J0 [ J1 be a partial automorphism of A. If E=J1 , with its
right Hilbert C*-module structure and left A action . given by the formula
.(a)b=%(a%&1(b)), a # A, b # J1 , then the map, which sends a # A to
$0 a in C*(A, %) and ! # J1=E to $&1%&1(!*) in C*(A, %), extends to a
C*-isomorphism from O(J0 , E) onto C*(A, %).
3. DILATIONS
Suppose that A is an operator algebra, realized concretely in some
C*-algebra B. We do not suppose, necessarily, that B is the C*-envelope
of A, but we may, and do, without loss of generality, assume that B is
generated as a C*-algebra by A. Suppose also that \ is a completely
contractive representation of A on some Hilbert space H\ .1 Then a (C*-)
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1 We want to emphasize that the word ‘representation’ always means nondgenerate repre-
sentation, i.e., \(A)H\ is dense in H\ . Since we assume that all our operator algebras are
either unital or approximately unital, this means, in the unital case, that \(1A)=1H\ , and, in
the nonunital case, that the strong limit lim \(u*)=1H\ , when [u*] is an approximate unit for A.
dilation of \ is a pair (?, V ) where ?: B [ B(H?) is a C*-representation
and V: H\ [ H? is an isometry such that
\(a)=V*?(a)V
for all a # A. By Theorem 1.2.9 of [1] every completely contractive repre-
sentation of A admits a dilation. Indeed, the concept ‘‘completely contractive’’
was invented precisely for the purpose of formulating this result. As noted
in [1], we may assume without loss of generality that our dilations (?, V )
are minimal in the sense that the smallest subspace of H? containing the
range of V and reducing ? is all of H? . It should be emphasized, however,
that even with this minimality assumption, dilations are not, in general,
unique. A given completely contractive representation may have many
minimal C*-dilations.
It is worth mentioning that it is effectively the same thing to say that a
dilation of a representation \: A [ B(H\) is a C*-representation ?: B [ B(H?)
on a Hilbert space H? containing H\ such that
\(a)=P?(a) | H\ ,
a # A. Of course, from this perspective, V is the inclusion map and V* is
then P. Both perspectives have their advantages and we shall pass from one
to the other as is convenient.
Throughout this section, we fix a correspondence E over a C*-algebra A.
Our goal is to show that completely contractive representations of T+(E)
may be dilated to C*-representations of T(E). For this purpose, we intro-
duce the following
Definition 3.1. Let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant repre-
sentation of E on the Hilbert space H. An isometric dilation of (T, _) is
an isometric covariant representation of E, (V, ?), on a Hilbert space H
containing H, such that
(1) H reduces ?, and ?(a) | H=PH?(a) | H=_(a), for all a # A,
(2) H==H H is invariant under each V(!), ! # E; i.e., PH V(!) | H=
=0, and
(3) PHV(!) | H=T(!), for all ! # E.
We shall say that such a dilation (V, ?) is minimal in case the smallest
subspace of H containing H and invariant under every V(!) is all of H .
Again, we shall use the equivalent perspective of treating an isometric
dilation of (T, _) (acting on HT) as a triple (V, ?, W ) where (V, ?) is
an isometric covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space HV and
W: HT [ HV is an isometry such that (i) W*V(!)W=T(!), ! # E; (ii) the
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orthogonal complement of the range of W is invariant for every V(!); and
(iii) the range of W reduces ?, and W implements an equivalence between
_ and the restriction of ? to the range of W. The minimality assumption
is the same as the assertion that the smallest subspace of HV containing the
range of W and invariant under all the V(!), ! # E, is HV .
Dilations of completely contractive representations of T+(E) will be
obtained using Theorem 3.3, below. We show first a result that implies that,
contrary to completely contractive representations of general operator
algebras, dilations of representations of T+(E) are unique. Its proof is an
adaptation of a well-known proof of the uniqueness of the minimal isometric
dilation of a contraction operator (see [37, p. 12]).
Proposition 3.2. Let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant repre-
sentation of the correspondence E on a Hilbert space H, and suppose that for
i=1, 2, (Vi , ?i) is a minimal isometric dilation of (T, _) acting on H i$H.
Then there is a Hilbert space isomorphism U: H 1 [ H 2 such that U?1( } )=
?2( } )U, UV1( } )=V2( } )U, and Uh=h, for all h # H.
Proof. By minimality, H i is spanned by vectors of the form Vi (!1) Vi (!2)
} } } Vi (!n)h, where n varies from 0 to , the !k vary over E, and h varies
over H. (When n=0, we treat such an expression simply as h.) Thus, as a
moment’s reflection reveals, if we set
U(V1(!1) V1(!2) } } } V1(!n)h)=V2(!1) V2(!2) } } } V2(!n)h,
then U will have a well-defined, isometric, linear extension to a Hilbert space
isomorphism from H1 onto H2 having the desired intertwining properties,
provided we can show that inner products of two vectors of the form
Vi (!1) V i (!2) } } } Vi (!n)h is independent of i in the following way: (In these
calculations, we shall assume that mn; the case when n>m is handled
similarly.)
(Vi (!1) Vi (!2) } } } Vi (!n)h, Vi (’1) Vi (’2) } } } Vi (’m)k)
=(h, ? i ((!n } } } !1 , ’1 } } } ’n) ) Vi (’n+1) } } } Vi (’m)k)
=(h, _((!n  } } } !1 , ’1 } } } ’n) ) T(’n+1) } } } T(’m)k).
The passage from the second line to the third is based on the facts that if
P denotes the projection of H i onto H, then: P commutes with ?i ; the
restriction of ?i to H is _; PVi ( } )=PV i ( } )P, because H= is invariant for
Vi ( } ); and PVi ( } ) | H=T( } ).
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Theorem 3.3. If E is C*-correspondence over a C*-algebra A, then
every completely contractive covariant representation of E has a minimal
isometric dilation. Any two minimal isometric dilations of a given completely
contractive covariant representation of E are unitarily equivalent in the sense
of Proposition 3.2.
The proof is modeled on the Scha ffer matrix construction of the minimal
isometric dilation of a contraction operator in [32], as modified by
Popescu in [29, Theorem 2.1], but there are a number of new technical
issues with which we must deal. We therefore break the proof into a series
of lemmas, given after some preliminary material.
First of all, we recall some facts about induced representations in the
sense of Rieffel [31]. So for the moment, assume only that E is a Hilbert
C*-module over the C*-algebra A and let _ be a C*-representation of A
on the Hilbert space H. Then we may form the tensor product E_ H
balanced over A (i.e., !a’=!_(a)’) and give it the inner product
defined by the formula
(!1’1 , !2’2)=(’1 , _((!1 , !2) )’2).
We let H E denote the Hausdorff completion of E_ H in this inner
product. The representation _ induces a representation _E of L(E) on H E
according to the formula
_E (T ) !’=(T!)’.
(See [31]). We also use the symbol _E to denote the map from E to
B(H, HE) defined by the formula _E (!)h=!h, ! # E, h # H. It is easy to
see that this is a bounded map. Which use of the symbol _E we intend will
be clear from context. The following, easily proved lemma summarizes the
features of _E that we will use.
Lemma 3.4. For ! # E, &_E (!)&&!&, while for S # L(E), &_E (S)&&S&,
and the equations
1. _E (!’*)=_E (!) _E (’)*,
2. _E (S!)=_E (S) _E (!),
3. _E (!a)=_E (!) _(a), and
4. _E (!)* _E (’)=_((!, ’) ),
are satisfied for all S # L(E), !, ’ # E, and a # A.
From now on, we fix a covariant representation (T, _) of the corre-
spondence E. For the moment, we make no assumptions about (T, _) other
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than assuming that as a map from E to B(H ), T is bounded. We want to
associate an operator T : HE  H and to relate the norm properties of T to
those of T . By definition, T is given on the algebraic tensor product of E
with H (taken over A) by the formula
T (!h)=T(!)h
! # E, h # H. Since T(!a)=T(!) _(a), T is well defined. The following
lemma allows us to determine when T is bounded; it is the key to our
analysis. Note that for the definition of T and the lemma, we do not need
the condition T(.(a)!)=_(a) T(!).
Lemma 3.5. Let E be a correspondence over a C*-algebra A, let (T, _)
be a bounded covariant representation of E on the Hilbert space H, and let
T : HE  H be the map defined above. Then
1. T is completely bounded if and only if T is bounded. In this event,
&T&cb=&T &.
2. T is completely contractive if and only if &T &1, and this happens
if and only if for every finite sequence of vectors ’1 , ’2 , ..., ’n in E, the matrix
inequality
(T(’i)* T(’j))(_((’i , ’j) )) (1)
holds in Mn(B(H )).
3. If E is countably generated, and if [!i]i=1 is a sequence in E with
the property that the sequence of finite rank operators [ni=1 !i!i*]

n=1 is
a contractive approximate identity for K(E),2 then T is completely contractive
if and only if the matrix inequality
(T(!i)* T(!j))(_((!i , !j) ))
is satisfied in B(H ()), where H () denotes the countable direct sum of copies
of H.
4. The covariant representation (T, _) is isometric if and only if T is
an isometry.
Proof. Since the first assertion follows from the second, we shall start
with the second. First, assume that T has norm at most 1, fix a matrix of
vectors (!ij) # Mn(E), and consider the matrix (T(! ij)) in Mn(B(H )). Then
for an n-tuple h=(hj) # H (n), we have the inequality
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2 The existence of such a sequence is an easy consequence of Kasparov’s stabilization theorem.
See [20].
&(T(!ij))(hj)&2=:
i ":j T(!ij) hj"
2
=:
i "T \:j !ij h j+"
2
:
i ":j (!ij h j)"
2
= :
i, j, k
(!ijhj , !ik hk)
= :
i, j, k
(hj , _((!ij , !ik) )hk) =(Bh, h) ,
where B is the n_n matrix (i _((!ij , !ik) )). Thus, we have shown that
&(T(!ij))(hj)&2&B& &h&2.
Since _ is a V-representation, and therefore completely contractive, we
conclude that &B&&C&, where C is the matrix (i (!ij , !ik) ) in Mn(A).
However, C really is the matrix product (!ij)* (!ij) (viewing everything
inside the linking algebra L). So we conclude that &(T(!ij))h&2&C& &h&2
=&(!ij)&2 &h&, proving that &T&cb1.
Suppose next that the matrix condition (1) is satisfied. Then for
’1 , ’2 , ..., ’n # E and for h1 , h2 , ..., hn # H, arranged as a column vector
h=(hi) # H (n), we obtain on the one hand the equation,
" :
n
i=1
’i hi"
2
H E
=:
i, j
(hi , _((’i , ’ j) )hj) =(h, (_((’i , ’j) ))h) ,
and on the other, we obtain the equation
"T \ :
n
i=1
’ihi+"
2
H
=" :
n
i=1
T(’i)hi"
2
H
=:
i, j
(hi , T(’i)* T(’j)h j)=(h, (T(’i)* T(’ j))h).
Together, they and the matrix condition (1) imply that &T &1. Hence, the
matrix condition is, in fact, equivalent to T being a contraction.
So we need to show that if &T&cb1, then the matrix inequality (1) is
satisfied. Fix vectors ’1 , ’2 , ..., ’n in E. Since we are interested, for the
moment, only in the effect of T on the vectors ’i , we may assume, without
loss of generality, that as a module over A, E is generated by the ’i ’s. By
the corollary to Kasparov’s stabilization theorem cited above [20], we can
find vectors [!i]i=1 in E such that [
n
i=1 !i!i*]n=1 is a contractive
approximate identity for K(E). Form the infinite matrix P=((!i , !j) ) over A.
A calculation shows that P is a projection and lives in the multiplier algebra
of AK, where AK is viewed as infinite matrices over A. Likewise the
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operator matrix _~ (P) :=(_((!i , ! j) )) is a projection in B(H ()). Write t
for the n_ matrix (_((’i , !j) )), viewed as an operator from H () to H (n).
It is then easy to check that
(_((’i , ’j) ))=t_~ (P) t*
and
(T(’i)* T(’j))=t(T(! i)* T(!j)) t*.
Thus it suffices to verify the matrix inequality
(T(!i)* T(!j))_~ (P).
To this end, write T =(T(!1), T(!2), ...) # B(H (), H ). Then the matrix
(T(!i)* T(!j)) may be factored as T *T . Further, by the covariance condi-
tion, it is easy to check that T _~ (P)=T . Consequently, T *T =_~ (P) T *T _~ (P)
and so to show that T *T =(T(!i)* T(!j))_~ (P), it suffices to show that
&T &1. Since T is assumed to be completely contractive, &T &&(!1 , !2 , ...)&.
However, &(!1 , !2 , ...)&2=&((! i , !j) )&=&P&=1, and this completes the
proof of part (2).
However, the argument just given shows that the inequality (T(!i)* T(!j))
(_((!i , !j) )) implies the inequality (1), and therefore, that T is completely
contractive. Since the other implication is also immediate from the proof of
part (2), we conclude that part (3) is proved.
Finally, it follows from the computation of the norms of &ni=1 ’ihi&
2
and &ni=1 T(’ i) hi&
2=&ni=1 T (’ihi)&
2 that T is an isometry if and only
if (T(’i)* T(’j))=(_((’i , ’j) )) for all ’1 , ’2 , ..., ’n # E. This, in turn, holds
if and only if T(!)* T(’)=_((!, ’) ) for all !, ’ # E; i.e., if and only if
(T, _) is an isometric covariant representation. K
Continuing with the proof of Theorem 3.3, we shall assume from now on
that the covariant representation (T, _) in question is completely contractive,
so that &T &1. We require the following supplement to Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 3.6. For a # A, T _E (.(a))=_(a)T . Therefore, T *T commutes
with _E (.(A)) and T T * commutes with _(A).
Proof. For !h # HE and a # A, we have T _E (.(a))(!h)=
T (.(a) !h)=T(.(a)!)h=_(a) T(!)h=_(a) T (!h). K
We are able now to take the first step in an ‘‘inductive’’ proof of
Theorem 3.3. To this end, define the map
8: A  B(H E)
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by 8(a)=_E (.(a)). Evidently, 8 is a V-representation of A on H E. Also,
set 2=(I&T *T )12 in B(HE) and let D denote the closure of the range of
2. For ! # E, set
D(!)=2_E (!): H  D,
H1=HD, and on H1 set
T1(!)=\T(!)D(!)
0
0+ .
Observe that by the preceding lemma, D reduces 8, and so, for a # A, we
may set _$(a)=8(a) | D, obtaining a representation of A on D, and we may
set
_1(a)=\_(a)0
0
_$(a)+ ,
obtaining a representation of A acting on H1 .
Lemma 3.7. The pair (T1 , _1) is a completely contractive covariant
representation of E on H1 such that
T1(!)* T1(’)=\_((!, ’) )0
0
0+
for all !, ’ # E and such that [D(!)(H ): ! # E]=D. In particular, the
smallest subspace of H1 containing H and invariant under all the T1(!),
! # E, is H1 .
Proof. To show that (T1 , _1) is covariant it will suffice to show that D
satisfies the following two equations:
(1) D(!a)=D(!) _(a), a # A, ! # E and
(2) D(.(a)!)=8(a) D(!), a # A, ! # E.
For (1), simply note that _E (!a)=_E (!)_(a), by Lemma 3.4.
For (2), using Lemma 3.4 we find that
D(.(a)!)=2_E (.(a)!)=2_E (.(a)) _E (!).
Since 2 commutes with _E (.(a)), by Lemma 3.6, we see that D(.(a)!)=
_E (.(a)) D(!)=8(a) D(!), proving (2).
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To show that
T1(!)* T1(’)=\_((!, ’) )0
0
0+ ,
observe that for ’ # E, we have T _E(’)=T(’) in B(H). Hence _E(!)* T *T _E(’)
=T(!)* T(!), for !, ’ # E. Since _E (!)* _E (’)=_((!, ’) ), by Lemma 3.4,
we find that
D(!)* D(’)=_E (!)* 22_E (’)=_((!, ’) )&T(!)* T(’),
and thus
T1(!)* T1(’)=\_((!, ’) )0
0
0+ .
To see that T1 is completely contractive, we have only to check that for
vectors ’1 , ’2 , ..., ’n in E, (T1(’i)* T1(’j))(_1((’i , ’j) )) by Lemma 3.5.
However, this is obvious, since T1(’i)* T1(’j)=(
_((’i , ’j) )
0
0
0
).
Finally, to prove the last statement of the lemma, simply note that
 [D(!)H | ! # E]=2 \ ! # E _
E (!)(H )+=2(H E)=D. K
Lemma 3.8. Let (T1 , _1) be as constructed in the preceding lemma and
repeat the construction there to get D1(!) :=21_E1 (!) where 2
2
1=I&T 1*T 1 .
Then D1(!) PH=0, where PH is the projection of HD.
Proof. Begin by noting that H E1 =E_1 (HD), that _
E
1 (!) maps from
HD to E_1(HD), and that 21 lies in B(H
E
1 ). Let Q be the projection
from E_1 (HD) onto E_1 H=E_ H=H
E. Then, clearly, _E1 (!)PH
=Q_E1 (!)PH . For ! # E and h=(h1 , h2) # HD, T 1 Q(!h)=T 1(!h1)
=T1(!)(h1 0)=T(!) h1+D(!)h1 . Hence
(T 1 Q(!h), T 1 Q(!h))=(h1 , T(!)* T(!)h1+D(!)* D(!)h1)
(h1 , _((!, !) )h1)=(!h1 , !h1) HE
=(Q(!h), Q(!h)) H 1E .
Thus, Q=QT 1*T 1Q and so 221 Q=Q2
2
1Q=0. Whence, D1(!)PH=
21_E1 (!)PH=21Q_
E
1 (!)PH=0. K
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 3.3. With the completely contrac-
tive covariant representation, (T, _), of E on H fixed, we wish to produce
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a Hilbert space H , containing H, and an isometric covariant representation
(V, ?) of E on H such that
(1) ?(a) | H=PH ?(a) | H=_(a), a # A,
(2) PHV(!) | H ==0,
(3) PHV(!) | H=T(!), ! # E, and
(4) [V(!)H | ! # E]=H.
Use Lemma 3.7 to find a completely contractive covariant representation
(T1, _1) of E on H1=HD. Identifying B(H ) with PH B(H1)PH , we have
(i) T1(!)PH=T1(!), ! # E,
(ii) PHT1(!)=T(!), ! # E, and
(iii) _(a)=PH _1(a)PH , a # E.
We can repeat the process to get an increasing sequence of Hilbert spaces
[Hn]n=0 (H0=H ) and a sequence of completely contractive, covariant
representations (Tn , _n) of E on Hn (where (T0 , _0) is (T, _)) such that,
for n0,
(1$) Tn+1(!)PHn=Tn+1(!), ! # E,
(2$) PHn Tn+1(!)=Tn(!), ! # E, and
(3$) _n(a)=PHn _n+1(a)PHn , a # A.
In fact, all this holds when we form
H :=H0 :

n=0
 (Hn+1 Hn)
and identify B(Hn) with PHnB(H )PHn . Applying Lemma 3.8 we also find
that T2(!)PH=T1(!). Indeed, we have
_T(!) 0& 0T2(!)=_ D(!) 0 & ,D1(!) 0
acting on HDD1 , so that D1(!) PH=0 if and only if
T2(!)PH=T1(!) \=_T(!)D(!)
0
0&+ .
And by applying Lemma 3.8 successively we get
(4$) Tm(!)PHn=Tn+1(!), ! # E, mn+1.
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We now define (V, ?) on H as follows.
?(a)=_(a) :

n=1
(PHn+1&PHn) _n+1(a)(PHn+1&PHn), a # A
and
V(!)=PH1 T1(!) PH+ :

n=1
(PHn+1&PHn) Tn+1(!)(PHn&PHn&1).
It is clear that PHn ?(a) PHn=_n(a) and PHn V(!)PHn=Tn(!). In fact, we
have V(!)PHn=Tn+1(!) (using (4$) above) and PHn+1V(!)=Tn+1(!) (using
(2$) above). Thus, for !, ’ # E, n1,
V(!)* V(’)PHn=V(!)* Tn+1(’)=V(!)* PHn+1 Tn+1(’)
=(PHn+1 V(!))* Tn+1(’)=Tn+1(!)* Tn+1(’)
=_n((!, ’) ).
Since this holds for all n1,
V(!)* V(’)=?((!, ’) ).
Hence (V, ?) is isometric. The fact that it satisfies the covariance properties
follows easily from the properties of each (Tn , _n). For example,
V(.(a)!)PHn=Tn+1(.(a)!)PHn=_n+1(a) Tn+1(!)PHn
=?(a) PHn+1 Tn+1(!)PHn=?(a) Tn+1(!)PHn=?(a) V(!)PHn .
Since this holds for all n we get V(.(a)!)=?(a) V(!). The proof that
V(!a)=V(!) ?(a) is similar.
Finally, the proof of minimality is immediate. At each stage, when we
construct (Tn+1 , _n+1) acting on Hn+1 from (Tn , _n) acting on Hn , the smallest
invariant subspace for Tn+1 containing Hn is Hn+1 . (See Lemma 3.7.) Thus
the smallest subspace of H containing H and invariant under all the V(!),
! # E, is H ; i.e., (V, ?) is minimal. K
Remark 3.9. If one follows our ‘‘inductive’’ proof of Theorem 3.3, one
can easily check that the space K on which (V, ?) acts is a subspace of
F(E)? H. Precisely,
K=A_ HDE_1 DE
2_2 D } } } .
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The map V is defined by the formulas, V(!)h=T(!)h2(!h), h # H,
and V(!)(’h)=!’h, ’ # E, h # H. The representation ? is given by
the formula ?(a)=.(a)I | K. Thus, one can write down the dilation all
at once. One still has to check all the properties it is suppose to satisfy. To
a large extent, one will have to check through the arguments we have
given. The principal advantage of using the inductive proof lies in the fact
that it plays a key role in our proof of the commutant lifting theorem in
the next section. We do not know how to ‘‘do the lifting’’ in one step.
With Theorem 3.3 in hand, we may establish the principal bijective
correspondence between the collection of completely contractive represen-
tations of T+(E) and the completely contractive covariant representations
of E that one expects from algebra. Recall that our representations are
nondegenerate. Note that T+(E) is unital precisely when A is and that if
[e*] is an approximate unit for A, then [.(e*)] is a contractive approxi-
mate unit for T+(E).
Theorem 3.10. To every completely contractive covariant representation,
(T, _), of a correspondence E over a C*-algebra A, there is a unique completely
contractive representation \ of the algebra T+(E) satisfying
\(T!)=T(!), ! # E
and
\(a)=_(a), a # A.
The map (T, _) [ \ is bijective and onto the set of all completely contractive
representations of T+(E).
Proof. Every completely contractive, covariant representation (T, _) of
E has an isometric dilation (V, ?) acting on the Hilbert space H ; i.e., there
is an isometry W: H  H such that WW* # ?(A)$, T(!)=W*V(!)W, ! # E,
and _(a)=W*?(a)W, a # A. Since (V, ?) is isometric, V(!)* V(’)=
?((!, ’) ), !, ’ # E. Note also that 1&WW* is invariant for V(!), ! # E. It
follows from [28, Theorem 3.4] that there is a unique V-representation
\~ : T(E)  B(H ) such that \~ (a)=?(a), a # A, and \~ (T!)=V(!). If \ is
defined on T+(E)T(E) by
\(x)=W*\~ (x)W, x # T+(E),
then since 1&WW* is invariant for V(!), ! # E, and lies in ?(A)$, \ is
multiplicative. It is therefore a completely contractive representation
of T+(E).
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The map (T, _) [ \ is clearly one to one. Also, however, given a
completely contractive representation \ of T+(E), we define
T(!)=\(T!), ! # E
and
_(a)=\(.(a)), a # A.
Then it is immediate that (T, _) is a completely contractive covariant
representation of E. (Note that the nondegeneracy of _ is a consequence
of the nondegeneracy of \ and the fact that [.(e*)] is an approximate
identity for T+(E) if [e*] is one for A. K
Because of the bijection just established, we adopt the following analogue
of Definition 2.14.
Definition 3.11. If (T, _) is completely contractive covariant represen-
tation of a C*-correspondence E over a C*-algebra A, we write __T for
the unique completely contractive representation of T+(E) it determines
through Theorem 3.10 and we call it the integrated form of (T, _). Likewise,
if \ is a completely contractive representation of T+(E) and if (T, _) is the
associated completely contractive covariant representation of E, then we
call (T, _) the disintegrated form of \.
Combining Theorem 3.10 with Proposition 3.2, we obtain the following
immediate
Corollary 3.12. Dilations of completely contractive representations of
T+(E) are unique in the sense that if \: T+(E) [ B(H\) is a completely
contractive representation and if, for i=1, 2, (?i , Vi) is a minimal C*-dilation
of \ acting on Hi :=H?i , then there is a Hilbert space isomorphism U: H1 [ H2
such that U?1( } )=?2( } )U and UV1=V2 .
Theorems 3.3 and 3.10 yield several other corollaries that warrant
developing here. First of all, we shall say that a correspondence E over a
C*-algebra A is strictly cyclic if it has the form PA for some projection
P # M(A). Thus, the strictly cyclic Hilbert C*-modules over a C*-algebra
A are precisely the complemented right ideals in A, including, possibly,
A itself.
Theorem 3.13. If the correspondence E is strictly cyclic, then every
contractive representation of T+(E) is completely contractive.
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Proof. A contractive representation of T+(E) is uniquely determined by
its restriction to E, which, in turn, yields a contractive covariant represen-
tation of E. By Theorem 3.10, then, we need to show that every contractive
covariant representation of E is completely contractive. So let (T, _) be a
contractive covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space H and write
E=PA for some projection P # M(A), as we may by hypothesis. If [e*] is
a contractive, non-negative approximate identity for A (so that 0e*1M(A))
and if a1 , a2 , ..., an are n elements of A, then since &Pe*&1, we know that
&T(Pe*)&1, and therefore we have the matrix inequality:
(T(Pe*Pai)* T(Pe*Paj))=(_(Pai)* T(Pe*)* T(Pe*) _(Paj))
(_(ai*Pa j)).
Taking the limit in *, we arrive at the inequality (T(Pai)* T(Paj))
(_(ai*Paj)), which by Lemma 3.5, implies that T is completely contractive. K
At this point, we develop some of the assertions of Example 2.6 and
present some corollaries of Theorem 3.13.
Example 2.6 (Resumed). Suppose our correspondence E is the C*-algebra
A itself with left action given by an endomorphism .. In [27], Peters
defined the semi-crossed product Z+_. A as follows. (We blend Peters’s
notation and terminology with that which we are developing here; there
are, in fact, slight differences between the two.) Let l1(Z+, A, .) be the set
of all norm-summable, A-valued, functions on the non-negative integers Z+.
Then l1(Z+, A, .) becomes an algebra under the product
f V g(n)= :
n
k=0
f (k) .k(g(n&k)).
Peters defines an isometric covariant representation of the pair (A, .) on a
Hilbert space H to be a pair (V, \), where \ is a C*-representation of A
on H and where V is an isometry on H such that V\(.(a))=\(a)V, for all
a # A. Each such covariant representation determines a representation, that
he denotes \_V, of l1(Z+, A, .) on H through the formula
\_V( f )= :
n0
Vn\( f (n)).
Peters defines a norm on l1(Z+, A, .) by setting & f &=sup[&\_V( f )& | (V, \)-
a covariant representation of (A, .)] and calls the semi-crossed product of
A by ., Z+_. A, the completion of l1(Z+, A, .) in this norm. (To show
that it is a norm, i.e., to show & f &=0 O f =0, Peters exhibited a covariant
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representation of (A, .) which is faithful on l1(Z+, A, .).) By construction,
Z+_. A is naturally an operator algebrait has an isometric representation
on the direct sum of all the Hilbert spaces coming from all the isometric
covariant representations of (A, .).
It is not hard to see that Z+_. A is a completely isometrically
isomorphic to T+(E), provided . is essential, i.e., E is essential. (In the
general case, which we shall not pursue here, one can show that Peters’s
Z+_. A is a (complete) quotient of T+(E).) To see this, note first that by
hypothesis, E is strictly cyclic with P=1M(A) :=1, since we are assuming
that . is essential. Note, too, that each space E n is naturally isomorphic
to A as a Hilbert C*-module with the left action .(n) of A on E n given
by the formula .(n)(a)!=.n(a)!. Thus F(E) is isomorphic to AAA
 } } } . Furthermore, if we let T1 denote the element of L(F(E)) given by
the infinite matrix,
T1=_
0 0 0 } } }
& ,
1 0 0 } } }
0 1 0 0 } } }
0 0 1 0 0
b 0 0 . . . . . . . . .
b b
then T1 is an isometry in the multiplier algebras of T(E) and T+(E) with
the following property: Let a # A, and when we want to view A as E, write
!=1a. Then T!=T1.(a)=T1 } diag(a, .(a), .2(a), ...). The map a [ .(a)
is a C*-representation of A in T+(E) with the property that the pair, (T1 , .)
is an isometric covariant representation of (A, .) in Peters’s sense. Thus,
the map from l1(Z+, A, .) to T+(E) defined by the formula
f  :
n0
T n1Tf (n)
extends to be a (completely) contractive homomorphism from Z+_. A
into T+(E) with dense range. However, by Theorem 2.12, the representa-
tions of T+(E) that are restrictions of C*-representations of T(E) are
given by isometric covariant representations of (A, .), too. Thus, in fact,
this map is a complete isometry. That is, Peters’s semicrossed product
Z+_. A is completely isometrically isomorphic to T+(E) via this map.
Theorem 3.13 yields the following corollary which generalizes one of the
results in [22].
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Corollary 3.14. Let A be a C*-algebra and let .: A [ A be an essential
endomorphism. Then every contractive representation of the semi-crossed
product Z+_. A is completely contractive.
A second corollary of Theorem 3.13 is also immediate, but worth recording.
Corollary 3.15. If the C*-algebra A is stable and the correspondence
E is countably generated, then every contractive representation of T+(E), is
completely contractive.
Proof. The hypothesis that E is countably generated over A is used,
together with the assumption that A is stable to conclude that E is strictly
cyclic by Theorem 1.3.5 of [17]. The result then follows from Theorem 3.13. K
Consider the setting of Example 2.7 where the C*-algebra is simply the
complex field and the correspondence E is a finite or (separable) infinite
dimensional Hilbert space. In this case, the operator space structure on E
is that of column Hilbert space over C. Lemma 3.5 is then a rephrasing of
Corollary 3.5 of [5] and we conclude from it that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between completely contractive covariant representations
of E and tuples (Tk)nk=1 (n=dim E) of operators Tk # B(H ) such that
nk=1 Tk Tk*1H . Indeed, if (T, _) is a completely contractive covariant
representation of E on H, and if [ek]nk=1 is an orthonormal basis for E,
then since _ must be given by the formula, _(c)!=c!, c # C, ! # H, we see
that T must be given by the formula
T(’)=: (’, ek) Tk
where Tk=T(ek). The analysis in [5], which is what Lemma 3.5 specializes
to in this case, then goes to show that necessarily nk=1 TkTk*1H . And
conversely, given a sequence (Tk)nk=1 with the property that 
n
k=1 TkTk*1H ,
if we define T by this formula, then (T, _) becomes a completely contractive
covariant representation of E. Note, too, that such a sequence gives an
isometric representation of E precisely when the Tk ’s are all isometries. It
follows then, that Theorem 3.3 yields the following corollary that is Theorem 2.1
of [29].
Corollary 3.16. If (Tk)nk=1 is a sequence of operators on a Hilbert
space H such that nk=1 TkT*k1H then there is a sequence of isometries
(Vk)nk=1 on a Hilbert space H containing H such that 
n
k=1 Vk V*k1H , H
is invariant under each V*k , and such that T*k=V*k | H for every k. Moreover,
H and the Vk may be chosen to be minimal in the sense that the smallest
subspace of H containing H and invariant under every Vk is all of H .
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4. COMMUTANT LIFTING
In this section, we show that commutant lifting holds for T+(E). In fact
we prove a little bit more. To this end, we begin with some general defini-
tions that extend those that appear in the literature. For them, we fix an
operator algebra A realized completely isometrically isomorphically as a
subalgebra of a C*-algebra B. We assume, as always, that A generates B
as a C*-algebra, but we do not assume that B is the C*-envelope of A.
Note, however, that the C*-envelope, C*(A), is by definition a quotient
of B.
We shall use interchangeably the notions of representation and Hilbert
module. Thus if \: A [ B(H\) is a (completely) contractive representation
of A on H\ , then we view H\ as a (completely) contractive Hilbert module
over A in the sense of [10] and [24] through the formula
a! :=\(a)!
a # A and ! # H\ . And conversely, given a (completely) contractive Hilbert
module H over the operator algebra A, we define the representation
\H : A [ B(H ) by the same formula: \H(a)! :=a!.
Definition 4.1. A representation _:A [ B(H_) is called a Shilov
representation of A relative to B, and H_ is called a Shilov module for A
relative to B, in case there is a C*-representation ?: B [ B(H?) and a
subspace SH? invariant under ?(A) such that _ is unitarily equivalent
to the representation _S of A on S given by the formula
_S(a) :=?(a) | S
A Shilov representation or module relative to C*(A) will simply be called
a Shilov representation or a Shilov module.
Since, in the setting of this definition, C*(A) is a quotient of B, it is
evident that a Shilov representation or module for A is one of the same
kind relative to B. In general, A may have Shilov modules relative to B
that are not Shilov modules (relative to C*(A)). The simplest example,
perhaps, occurs when A is the disc algebra and B is the C*-algebra of
continuous functions on the closed unit disc. In this case, the Bergman
space of analytic functions on the unit disc that are square integrable with
respect to area measure is a Shilov module for A relative to B (the module
operation is pointwise multiplication), but it is not a Shilov module for A.
It is worthwhile, therefore, to point out that in our setting, the Shilov
modules for T+(E) relative to T(E) coincide with the Shilov modules. This
will be proved later, in Corollary 4.7, but that result depends, in turn, upon
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Proposition 4.2. If E is a correspondence over the C*-algebra A, then
a representation of T+(E) is Shilov relative to T(E) if and only if the
associated covariant representation of E is isometric. Thus, there is a bijective
correspondence between isometric covariant representations of E and Shilov
modules for T+(E) relative to T(E).
Proof. If (V, _) is an isometric covariant representation of E on a
Hilbert space H, then by Theorem 2.12, its integrated form __V is a
C*-representation of T(E) on H. Thus, in particular, __V is a Shilov
representation of T+(E) relative to T(E). Conversely, if \: T+(E) [ B(H\)
is a Shilov representation of T+(E) relative to T(E) and if (T, _) is its
disintegrated form, then by definition there is a C*-representation ?: T(E)
[ B(H?), with H?$H\ , such that \(t)=?(t) | H\ for all t # T+(E), and, in
particular, such that if (V, _) is the disintegrated form of ?, then H\
reduces _ while T(!)=V(!) | H\ . Since, as an easy calculation shows, the
restriction of an isometric covariant representation of E to an invariant
subspace is also an isometric covariant representation of E, it follows that
(T, _) is isometric. K
As Arveson showed in [1] (see the remarks following Theorem 1.2.9),
given a completely contractive representation \: A [ B(H\) with minimal
C*-dilation (?, V ) acting on the space H? , the smallest invariant subspace
for ?(A) containing V(H\), say S, gives a Shilov module for A relative
to B, and so does S1 :=SV(H\). This is simply an expression of the
fact that H\ is a semi-invariant subspace for ?(A). Furthermore, following
the perspective first formulated by Douglas and Paulsen in [10] and
developed further in [24], if 9 denotes the inclusion map of S1 in S and
if 8 denotes the orthogonal projection from S onto H\ (i.e., if 8=VV*),
then 9 and 8 are module maps, and one has the short exact isometric
sequence
0 [ S1 @w
9
S @w8 V(H\) [ 0
of Hilbert modules. The terminology comes from [24]; the adjective
‘isometric’ is applied because 9 is an isometry and 8 is a coisometry.
Following [10] and [24], we call this short exact isometric sequence a
Shilov resolution of V(H\) (or of H\) relative to B and we call the pair
(S, 8), or simply S, a Shilov dominant for V(H\) (or for H\) relative to B.
As may be seen, it has the additional property that it is strongly minimal in the
sense that there is no submodule S$ of S such that 8 maps S$ coisometri-
cally onto V(H\). (See the discussion after Definition 2.12 of [24].)
Definition 4.3. Given a completely contractive representation \: A [
B(H\) with strongly minimal Shilov dominant (S, 8) relative to B (where
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we write H\ for the range of 8), we say that commutant lifting holds for
(S, 8) in case for every operator X on H\ that commutes with \(A) there
is an operator Y on S that commutes with _S(A) such that X=8Y8*
and such that &X&=&Y&. We say that commutant lifting holds for A with
respect to B in case commutant lifting holds for every strongly minimal
Shilov dominant with respect to B for every completely contractive represen-
tation of A. Finally, we say that commutant lifting holds for A in case
commutant lifting holds for A with respect to C*(A).
Observe, once again, that since C*(A) is a quotient of any C*-algebra
B that contains A completely isometrically and is generated as a C*-algebra
by (this copy of) A, commutant lifting holds for A if it holds with respect
to B. The example of the disc algebra and the Bergman space discussed
above shows that the notion of ‘‘commutant lifting relative to B’’ is
materially stronger than ‘‘commutant lifting’’. Observe, too, that there is a
variation of this definition of commutant lifting in which two Shilov resolutions
of two Hilbert modules are employed. However, thanks to Proposition 2.15
of [24], whose proof works in this context, too, the definition just given is
equivalent to the variation.
Our principal goal in this section is to prove
Theorem 4.4. If E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra A, then
commutant lifting holds for T+(E) with respect to T(E). In particular,
commutant lifting holds for T+(E).
Proof. The proof is based on Theorems 3.3 and 3.10 and has the induc-
tive character of the proof of Theorem 3.3. So fix a completely contractive
representation \: T+(E) [ B(H\) and let (T, _) be the covariant represen-
tation associated to it in Theorem 3.10. Fix an operator X # B(H\) that
commutes with the algebra \(T+(E)) and fix a strongly minimal Shilov
dominant (S, 8) for H\ . Observe that to say that X commutes with the
image of \ is the same as saying that X commutes with the image of _ and
with each T(!), ! # E. Let (V, ?) be the completely contractive covariant
representation of E associated to S by Theorem 3.10 and observe that
(V, ?) necessarily is an isometric covariant representation of E. (This is
because the restriction of an isometric covariant representation of E to an
invariant subspace is also isometric.) Furthermore, because S is assumed
to be strongly minimal, (V, ?) is easily seen to be minimal. Hence, by
Proposition 3.2, we may assume that (V, ?) is constructed as in the proof
of Theorem 3.3; i.e., we may assume that S=H , with (V, ?) constructed
inductively and expressed in terms of the generalized Scha ffer matrix
construction described there. Thus, we adopt the notation of the proof of
Theorem 3.3.
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Let (T1 , _1) be the first dilation constructed in Lemma 3.7, acting on
H1=HD. Then we claim that there is an operator Y # B(H1) such that
1. Y* leaves H invariant and Y* | H=X*,
2. &Y&=&X&,
3. Y # _1(A)$, and
4. YT1(!)=T1(!)Y, ! # E.
To see this, write T for the map from HE to H defined by the formula
T (!h)=T(!)h as in the proof of Theorem 3.3. Similarly, define D : HE  D
by the equation D (!h)=D(!)h. Recall that D, in turn, is defined to be 2_E.
Hence we have D (!h)=2_E (!)h=2(!h), so that in fact D =2. Without
loss of generality, we assume that X has norm one. We write X =IX #
B(HE) and note that X also has norm one. Since T *T +D 2=T *T +22=I,
we conclude that
X *D 2X T *T &X *T *T X +D *D .
Since X commutes with T(!), ! # E, it is evident that XT =T X . Hence
X *D *D X T *(I&X*X )T +D *D .
Write Y0=(I&X*X )12. Then there is a contraction Z from H1 to D such
that Z( Y0 TD )=D X . Thus we may write Z=(C B) where C: H  D and
B: D  D; i.e., CY0T +BD =D X . Hence
\ XCY0
0
B+\
T
D
0
0+=\
T
D
0
0+\
X
CY0@
0
B + .
Here, of course, \ XCY0@
0
B + is IE \
X
CY0
0
B+ . Write Y=\
X
CY0
0
B+ .
Then evidently, Y* leaves H invariant and the restriction of Y* to H is X*.
Moreover, by construction, the equation
YT1(!)=T1(!)Y
holds for every ! # E. Note that in the notation developed for Lemma 3.7
we see that for b # A, _(b)T =T 8(b). Using a similar computation (and the
facts that D(.(a)!)=_$(a) D(!), while D(!a)=D(!) _(a)) we conclude
that _$(b)D =D 8(b)=D _$(b). Note also that Y0 commutes with _(b) and
X commutes with _$(b)=8(b) | D (as X commutes with _(A)). Hence, for
a # A,
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Z_1(a) \Y0TD +=Z \
_(a) Y0 T
_$(a)D +=Z \
Y0T _$(a)
D _$(a) +
=Z \Y0TD + _$(a)=D X _$(a)
=D _$(a)X =_$(a) D X
=_$(a) Z \Y0 TD + .
Hence Z_1(a)=_$(a)Z on the range of (
Y0T
D ). Since we may choose Z to be
0 on the orthogonal complement of this range, and since this range is
invariant for _$(A) (as is clear from the our constructions), we conclude
that for this choice of Z (which we fix from now on) Z_1(a)=_$(a)Z. Since
X # _(A)$ we see that Y # _1(A)$. We saw above that Y commutes with
every T1(!) and with _1(A). Finally, to see that &Y&1, we appeal to the
fact that &X&=1, the construction of Y, and to The ore me 1 in [35].
To complete the proof we repeat this argument inductively, producing
operators Yn on the spaces Hn (defined in the proof of Theorem 3.3). One
concludes, as in the proof of the commutant lifting theorem for single
contraction operators [36, 9], that there is a contraction Y on H =S
with the desired properties. K
Remark 4.5. It is worth noting that when specialized to analytic crossed
products (Example 2.6), Theorem 4.4 recaptures the main result of [21] and
provides an extension of it to the semicrossed products of Peters [27].
Furthermore, it contains the commutant lifting theorem of Popescu [29,
Theorem 3.2].
With the commutant lifting theorem in hand, we are able to conclude
several properties of the Shilov modules for T+(E) that are interesting for
the theory and that will prove useful in the sequel. First, however, we need
to recall some terminology and several ideas from [10] and [24]. For
these, fix a general operator algebra A. A short exact isometric sequence
of Hilbert modules over A,
0 [ K @w9 M @w8 P [ 0,
is called orthogonally split in case 8* is a module map. To say the same
thing differently, the sequence is orthogonally split iff \M is unitarily equiv-
alent to the (orthogonal) direct sum of \K and \P (see [24, Proposition 2.6]).
We call a Hilbert module P over A orthogonally projective, or orthoprojective,
in case every short exact isometric sequence ending in P is orthogonally split.
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Similarly, we call a Hilbert module K over A orthogonally injective, or ortho-
injective, in case every short exact isometric sequence beginning in K is
orthogonally split. The following proposition characterizes orthoprojective
modules over T+(E) in terms of Shilov modules. It should be emphasized,
however, that for general operator algebras, the orthoprojective Hilbert
modules constitute only a proper subset of the Shilov modules. It is a
difficult problem, in general, to decide when the two classes coincide. In
Section 6, we will see that orthoinjective Hilbert modules, together with
orthoprojective Hilbert modules, play a central role in the problem of iden-
tifying the C*-envelope of an operator algebra.
Proposition 4.6. Let E be a correspondence over a C*-algebra A and let
\: T+(E) [ B(H\) be a (completely contractive) representation. Then the
Hilbert module H\ is orthoprojective iff H\ is Shilov relative to T(E).
Proof. If H\ is orthoprojective, then by Proposition 3.2 of [24], H\ is
a Shilov module, i.e., H\ is Shilov relative to C*(T+(E)). Since this C*-
algebra is a quotient of T(E), it follows that H\ is Shilov relative to T(E).
For the other direction, if H\ is not orthoprojective, then there is a completely
contractive representation \1 with associated covariant representation (T1 , _1)
on K$H such that, with respect to the decomposition K=H (KH ).
T1(!)=\T(!)D(!)
0
S(!)+ , _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+ , a # A, ! # E
and D(!){0 for some ! # E, where, of course, (T, _) is the disintegrated
form of \. Consequently, D {0, where D : HE  H is defined by the formula
D (!h)=D(!)h. Let Q be the projection from KE=EK to H E. Then
(QT 1*T 1 Q(!k), !k)
=(T1(!) PHk, T1(!) PH k) +(D(!) PH k, D(!) PH k)
=(T (!PH k), T (!PHk)) +(D (!PHk), D (!PH k)).
Consequently,
QT 1*T 1Q=Q(T *T +D *D )QQT *T Q.
Since D {0, the inequality is strict and we find that QT *T QZ QT1*T 1QQ.
Thus, T *T Z I and so (T, _) is not isometric, by Lemma 3.5. Since, however,
as we pointed out earlier in Proposition 4.2, all Shilov representations of
T+(E) relative to T(E) correspond bijectively to isometric covariant
representations of E, we conclude that H\ is not a Shilov module relative
to T(E). K
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Corollary 4.7. If E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra, then the
following classes of Hilbert modules over T+(E) coincide: the Shilov modules
with respect to T(E); the Shilov modules, i.e. those that are Shilov with
respect to C*(T+(E)); and the orthoprojective modules.
Proof. Proposition 4.6 implies that the first and third classes coincide.
Of course, since C*(T+(E)) is a quotient of T(E), the second class is
contained in the first. So, the proof is completed by appeal to [24, Proposi-
tion 3.2], which says that every (completely contractive) orthoprojective
Hilbert module over an operator algebra is a Shilov module. K
In pure algebra, there are other equivalent formulations of projectivity
and injectivity in terms of completing certain diagrams. These have ‘‘orthogonal’’
versions, but in contrast to purely algebraic versions, they are materially
stronger. A Hilbert module P over A is called strongly orthogonally projective
in case for every diagram of the form
P
9
M @ww8 N @ww 0
where 8 is a coisometric module map and 9 is an arbitrary module map,
there is a module map 9 from P to M such that 8 b 9 =9 and such that
&9 &=&9&. (In a similar manner, the notion of strongly orthogonally
injective may be defined by reversing arrows, but we do not need this
concept here.) In [10] strongly orthoprojective Hilbert modules are called
hypoprojective. We have adopted this new terminology because, as was
made clear in [24], while these metric variations on the purely algebraic
notions are similar to their progenitors, they are different in fundamental
respects, and certainly they are not taxonomically inferior.
We conclude this section with the following result that extends Corollary 4.7
and shows that the two notions of Shilov modules and the two metric
variations of projectivity all coincide in the setting of this paper.
Theorem 4.8. If E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra, then every
Shilov module for T+(E) relative to T(E) is strongly orthogonally projective.
Thus, we have equality of the following classes of Hilbert modules over T+(E):
the Shilov modules relative to T(E), the Shilov modules, the orthoprojective
modules, and the strongly orthoprojective modules.
Proof. By Proposition 2.11 of [24], every strongly orthoprojective Hilbert
module is orthoprojective and so, by Corollary 4.7, is Shilov relative to T(E).
On the other hand, by Theorem 4.4, commutant lifting holds for T+(E).
Hence, by Theorem 4.16 of [10], all Shilov modules for T+(E) are strongly
orthogonally projective, and so the result follows again from Corollary 4.7. K
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5. COISOMETRIC EXTENSIONS
5.1. Preliminaries
In the theory of a single contraction operator, there is very little distinc-
tion to be made between isometric dilations and coisometric extensions.
One passes from one to the other simply by taking adjoints. Of course we
do not wish to trivialize the distinction between an operator and its adjoint.
However, for the purposes of developing basic dilation theory, it makes little
difference whether one focuses on the minimal isometric dilation of a contrac-
tion or on its minimal coisometric extension. By contrast, in the subject we are
developing, there appears to be a substantial difference. While we are able to
dilate completely contractive covariant representations of correspondences,
without assuming additional hypotheses (see Theorem 3.3), constructing
‘‘coisometric’’ extensions turns out to be problematic; we require special
hypotheses. In fact, as we shall see, the concept of a ‘‘coisometric’’ extension
of a completely contractive covariant representation of a correspondence has
at least two different formulations. Our objective in this section is to develop
these. They play an essential role in the calculation of the C*-envelope of the
tensor algebra over a correspondence.
As before, E will be a fixed correspondence over a C*-algebra A. Recall
that we identify K(E) with the subalgebra of T(E) that is the closed linear
span of the operators T!T’*, !, ’ # E. Suppose that (T, _) is a completely
contractive, covariant representation of E on the Hilbert space H, and let
(V, ?) be its (essentially) unique, minimal, isometric dilation acting on H .
We shall write W: H [ H for the isometric embedding of H in H , so that
W intertwines ? and _, i.e., ?( } )W=W_( } ), and T(!)=W*V(!)W for all
! # E. We define 9: K(E) [ B(H ) by the formula
9( } )=W*?(1)( } )W,
where, recall, ?(1) is defined by the equation ?(1)(T!T’*)=V(!) V(’)*.
Then, evidently, 9 is a completely contractive, completely positive map3 on
K(E) and ?(1) is a C*-dilation. In fact, it is not hard to see that the mini-
mality assumption on (V, ?) guarantees that ?(1) is the essentially unique,
minimal C*-dilation of 9. The C*-representation ?(1) has a unique
extension to C*-representation of L(E) on H . (We call this extension ?(1),
too.) Since L(E) is the multiplier algebra of K(E) [20, Theorem 2.4], this
extension ?(1) is continuous with respect to the topology {K(E) on L(E)
and the strong-V operator topology on B(H ), s*H . Consequently, 9 has a
unique extension to a contractive, completely positive map from L(E) to
B(H ) that is continuous with respect to the topology {K(E) on L(E) and
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3 A completely positive map on a C*-algebra need not be completely contractive. However,
if it is completely positive and contractive, it will be.
the strong-V operator topology on B(H ), s*H . We may thus continue to
write 9 for this extension and write 9( } )=W*?(1)( } )W for its C*-dilation,
where we view ?(1) as acting on L(E). We call 9 the completely positive
extension of (T, _) to L(E). The following lemma singles out key features
of 9 that we shall use in the sequel. In it we write 1E for the identity in
L(E) and 1H for the identity operator on a Hilbert space H.
Lemma 5.1. Let E be a C*-correspondence over the C*-algebra A, and
let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant representation of E on the
Hilbert space H. Let 9 be the completely positive extension of (T, _) to
L(E) described above. Then
(1) 9 is continuous with respect to the strict topology {K(E) on L(E)
and the strong-V operator topology s*H on B(H ).
(2) T(!) T(’)*=9(!’*) for all !, ’ # E;
(3) 09(1E)1H ;
(4) for S # L(E), 9(S)=T _E (S)T *; and
(5) for a # A, 9(.(a))=_(a) 9(1E)=9(1E) _(a).
Proof. The first assertion was just proved. For (2), simply note that in
the notation developed above, T(!) T(’)*=W*V(!) WW*V(’)* W=
W*V(!) V(’)* W=W*?(1)(!’*)W=9(!’*), where we use the fact
proved in Theorem 3.3 that W*V(!)=W*V(!) WW*, for all ! # E. Of
course (3) is a consequence of the fact that 9 is contractive and completely
positive on L(E).
For (4), write 90(S)=T _E (S)T *, S # L(E). We will show that 9=90 .
Fix h # H and =>0. Since T *h lies in HE, we can find %1 , %2 , ..., %n , and
h1 , h2 , ..., hn such that t :=T *h&ni=1 %i hi satisfies &t&<=. Since _E is
contractive, we have
"T _E (!’*) T *h&: T _E (!’*)(%i hi)"<= &!& &’&.
Note that T _E( !’* ) ( %ih i) = T (!(’, %i)  hi) = T(!(’, %i) ) hi =
T(!) _ ((’, %i) ) hi ; hence &T _E (!’*) T *h &  T(!) _((’, %i) ) hi& <
= &!& &’&. On the other hand, for all k # H,
(T(’)* h, k)=(T *h, ’k)=t+ :
n
i=1
%ihi , ’k
=(t, ’k)+ :
n
i=1
(%ihi , ’k)
=(t, ’k)+ :
n
i=1
_((’, %i) ) hi , k .
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Hence |(T(’)* h&ni=1 _((’, %i) ) h i , k) |<= &’& &k& for all k # H. Thus,
&T(’)* h&ni=1 _((’, %i) ) hi&<= &’& and &T(!) T(’)* h&
n
i=1 T(!)
_((’, %i) ) hi&<= &’& &!&. We conclude that
&T(!) T(’)* h&T _E (!’*) T *h&2= &’& &!&.
Since T(!) T(’)* = 9(!’*) and = > 0 is arbitrary, 9(!’*) =
T _E (!’*)T *; i.e., on K(E), 9=90 .
To pass from K(E) to L(E), let S # L(E), and let [u:] be a contractive
approximate identity for K(E). Then for every K # K(E) and k # H E,
_E (Su:) _E (K )k=_E (Su: K ) k w_ _
E (S) _E (K )k.
Since _E (K(E))HE is dense in HE and [_(Su:)] is bounded, _E (Su:) k
 _E (S)k for all k # HE. It follows that 90(Su:)  90(S) strongly on H.
Since Su:  S in the strict topology, {K(E) , 9(Su:)  9(S) strongly on H,
by (1). Since 9(Su:)=90(Su:), we find that 9=90 on L(E). This completes
the proof of (4).
For (5), we compute
T _E (.(a))(%h)=T (.(a) %h)=T(.(a)%)h=_(a) T(%)h
=_(a) T (%h).
Hence T _E (.(a))=_(a)T and, thus
9(.(a))=T _E (.(a))T *=_(a) T T *=_(a) 9(1E).
Finally, T T * (=9(1E)) commutes with _(a) by Lemma 3.6. K
Remark 5.2. It is worthwhile to note that there is an alternate approach
to the analysis of 9 that, without reference to dilations, allows us to assert:
Given (T, _) acting on H, there is a unique, strictly continuous, completely
positive map 9: L(E) [ B(H ) such that 9(!’*)=T(!) T(’)* for all
!, ’ # E. The point is that as an operator space K(E) is completely isometri-
cally isomorphic to the Haagerup A-module tensor product EhA E*,
where E* denotes the opposite of the module E. The map from E_E* to B(H),
defined by the formula (!, ’*) [ T(!) T(’)*, is bilinear and completely contrac-
tive (because T is completely contractive and multiplication on B(H) is
completely contractive as a bilinear map). Moreover, the map is balanced
over A because T is covariant. Consequently, there is a unique completely
contractive linear map 9: EhA E* [ B(H) such that 9(!’*)=T(!) T(’)*
(See [2] and Theorem 2.3 of [3]). The fact that after identifying EhA E*
with K(E), 9 is completely positive is not difficult to deduce. The fact that 9,
defined this way, coincides with the 9 defined in terms of dilations follows
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from the uniqueness in Theorem 3.3 and, of course, in the uniqueness of the
Stinespring dilation of a completely positive map.
Recall that we denote the two-sided ideal [a # A | .(a) # K(E)] in A
by J. We emphasize in passing that it is not necessary for J to be proper.
This ideal plays an important role in the theory and, in particular, in all
that follows.
Definition 5.3. Let J0J be an ideal in A. A covariant representation
(T, _) of E on a Hilbert space H, with completely positive extension
9: L(E) [ B(H ), is called J0-coisometric if 9(1E)Q, where Q is the
projection of H onto the essential subspace of _ | J0 , [_(J0)H]. If (T, _) is
J-coisometric, we shall simply say that it is coisometric. If 9(1E)=1H , then
we shall say that (T, _) is fully coisometric.
From Lemma 5.1 and the fact that _ is non-degenerate, it follows that
(T, _) is fully coisometric if and only if 9 b .=_. We can also conclude
from that lemma that 9(1E) is a projection if and only if 9 | .(A) is
multiplicative.
Example 5.4. The terminology of Definition 5.3 is explained by considering
cyclic correspondences. Suppose that the correspondence E is the C*-algebra A
itself with the left action given by a V-homomorphism .: A [ M(A). In this
event, by Lemma 3.5, a completely contractive covariant representation
(T, _) on a Hilbert space H is completely determined by _ and a contrac-
tion T0 that satisfies the equation T0_(.(a))=_(a) T0 ; T, then, is given by
the formula T(!)=T0_(!), ! # A. It is a simple matter to check that (T, _)
is fully coisometric if and only if T0 is a coisometry. Observe that in this
example, K(E)=A, acting through left multiplication and J :=.&1(K(E))
is just .&1(A). The completely contractive covariant representation (T, _)
is J0-coisometric, where J0 is an ideal in J, if and only if T0 T0* dominates
the projection onto [_(J0)H].
It is also important to note for our theory that the concept of a J0-coisometric
representation is naturally related to the relative CuntzPimsner algebra
O(J0 , E).
Lemma 5.5. Let (V, _) be an isometric covariant representation of E (so
that __V is a V-representation of T(E)). Then (V, _) is J0-coisometric if
and only if __V induces a representation of O(J0 , E).
Proof. When (V, _) is isometric, 9=_(1) is multiplicative and 9(1E) is
a projection. We have
_(1)(.(a))=_(a) 9(1E), a # A
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by Lemma 5.1. By Theorem 2.19, __V induces a representation of O(J0 , E)
if and only if
_(1)(.(b))=_(b), b # J0 .
But _(b)=_(b)Q if b # J0 , where, recall, Q is the projection onto [_(J0)H].
Hence, if 9(1E)Q, then for b # J0 ,
_(1)(.(b))=_(b) 9(1E)=_(b) Q9(1E)=_(b)Q=_(b).
Thus __V induces a representation of O(J0 , E).
Conversely, if _(1)(.(b))=_(b) for all b # J0 , then _(b)=_(b) 9(1E),
b # J0 . Hence 9(1E)Q.
5.2. Fully Coisometric Extensions
In the following discussion, we shall consider the correspondence
E$ :=EA over A with the usual direct sum structure of Hilbert modules
and with .$ given by the formula .$(a)(!b)=.(a)!ab. We write P for
the projection of E$ onto E and view L(E) as contained in L(E$) by
identifying T # L(E) with TP # L(E). In particular, we shall view .(A) as
a subset of L(E$).
In the next lemma and its sequel we assume that we are given a
C*-representation _ of A on a Hilbert space H such that the kernel of .
is contained in the kernel of _. This assumption is to ensure that the map
from the C*-algebra .(A) to the C*-algebra _(A) given by .(a) [ _(a) is
well-defined.
Lemma 5.6. Suppose that E is a strict C*-correspondence over the
C*-algebra A and that _ is a C*-representation of A on the Hilbert space
H with the property that the kernel of . is contained in the kernel of _. If
the map 8: .(A) [ B(H ), defined by 8(.(a))=_(a) is {K&s*H continuous,
then there is a Hilbert space K, an isometry W: H  K, and a V-homomorphism
?: L(E$) [ B(K ), that is {K&s*H continuous, such that 8(.(a))=W*?(.(a))W
for all a # A; i.e., so that
W*?(.(a))W=_(a),
for all a # A. Also we have WW*=?(P) WW* and W*?(P)W=1H .
Of course the lemma asserts that 8 has an extension to a completely
positive and strictly continuous map on all of L(E$). Quite possibly, the
proof could be obtained by methods in [20] coupled with Arveson’s generalized
HahnBanach theorem in [1]. However, a straightforward elementary
argument may be given as follows.
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Proof. Since E is strict, we may write [.(A)E] as QE for some projec-
tion Q in L(E). Also, as a moment’s reflection reveals, we may assume that
_ is cyclic; i.e., we may assume that there is a vector h # H, &h&=1, such
that [_(A)h]=H. The general case follows by considering H as a direct
sum of cyclic subspaces. We define |0 on .(A) by the formula |0(.(a))=
(_(a)h, h) , a # A. Then |0 is a {K continuous state on .(A). By the Hahn
Banach theorem (using the fact that the strict topology is locally convex)
we may extend |0 to a {K-continuous functional |~ on QL(E)Q of norm
at most one. If u* is an approximate identity for A then since .(u*)  Q,
|~ (Q)=lim |0(.(u*))=1H . So |~ is a state. Now let |: L(E$)  C be
defined by |(T )=|~ (QTQ). Then | is a {K(E $)-continuous state on L(E$).
By the GNS construction we obtain the usual constructs from |: a Hilbert
space K=K| , a representation ?=?| of L(E$) on K, and a cyclic vector
!=!| for ? such that |(T )=(?(T ) !, !) , T # L(E$). We may write
?=?1?2 where ?2(K(E$))=0 and ?1(K(E$)) is strongly dense in ?1(L(E$));
that is, ?1 is continuous with respect to {K(E $) and s*K . Hence [?1(K(E$)) K1]
=K1 , where Ki is the space of ? i (K=K1K2) and, therefore, if u* is an
approximate identity in K(E$), then ?1(u*)  PK1 strongly. Hence
1=|(1E $)=lim |(u*)=lim(?(u*)!, !) =lim(?1(u*)!, !)
=(PK1 !, !)=&PK1 !&
2.
Since &!&=1, this implies that !=PK1! # K1 and so ?=?1 . Hence, for
every approximate identity [u*] of K(E$), ?(u*)  1K strongly. In fact,
since ? is non-degenerate, it is {K(E $)&s*H continuous. Since we have, for
a # A,
(?(.(a))!, !) =(_(a)h, h) ,
we may define an isometry W from [_(A)h]=H into K by the equation
W_(a)h=?(.(a))!. Then W*W=1H and also .(A)=Q.(A) (Recall, Q
lies in L(E) and so is dominated by P when viewed as a projection in
L(E$).) Hence ?(.(A))!?(P)K and, thus, WW*=?(P) WW*. Hence
W*?(P)W=1H . K
The following proposition is, in a sense, the key to the analysis of
coisometric extensions of completely contractive covariant representations.
It puts into evidence clearly the role of the {K&s*H continuity hypothesis in
the extension problem. It will be supplemented by Example 5.16 below.
Proposition 5.7. Assume that E is a strict correspondence over the
C*-algebra A, and let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant represen-
tation of E on a Hilbert space H with the property that the kernel of . is
contained in the kernel of _.
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(1) If the map .(a) [ _(a), from .(A) to _(A)B(H), is {K&s*H con-
tinuous, then there is a Hilbert space D
*
, a linear map D
*
: E [ B(D
*
, H ),
which is nonzero if (T, _) is not fully coisometric, and a C*-representation _$
of A on D
*
such that if (T1 , _1) is defined by the formulae
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D
*
(!)
0 + , _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+
a # A, ! # E, then:
(1.1) (T1 , _1) is completely contractive covariant representation of E
on the Hilbert space H1 :=HD*;
(1.2) if we write 91 for the corresponding completely positive extension
of T1 to L(E), then 91(1E)=PH (=the projection from H1 onto H ); and
(1.3) the space D
*
may be chosen to be the span [D
*
(!)*H: ! # E].
(2) Conversely, if an extension (T1 , _1) exists, satisfying conditions
(1.1) and (1.2), then the map .(a) [ _(a), from .(A) to _(A)B(H), is
{K&s*H continuous.
Proof. (1) Assume that the map .(a) [ _(a) is {K(E)&s*H continuous,
and let ?, W, K be the objects produced in Lemma 5.6. We have
W*?(.(a))W=_(a) and W*W=W*?(P)W=1H .
Since _( } ) is multiplicative, WW* # ?(.(A))$ and, thus,
W*?(.(a))=_(a)W*, a # A.
Recall from Lemma 5.1 that if 9 denotes the completely positive extension of T
to L(E), then 9(1E)1H . Consequently, we may define 2=(1H&9(1E))12,
so that if (T, _) is not fully coisometric, 2{0. For ! # E, let !=* be the
operator in L(A, E) defined by the formula (!=*)(a)=!a. If A is unital,
!=* is in fact !1* and lies in K(A, E). We also view !=* as an
operator in L(E$) by declaring it to be zero on E. Thus, ?(!=*) makes
sense. We define
D
*
(!) :=2W*?(!=*)
and, for a # A, we define _^$(a) :=?(.$(a)). Then D
*
(!a)=2W*?(!a=*)
=2W*?(!=*) ?(.$(a))=D
*
(!) _^$(a). Also,
D
*
(.(a)!)=2W*?(.(a)!=*)=2W*?(.(a)) ?(!=*)
=2_(a) W*?(!=*)=_(a) D
*
(!).
(Recall that _(a) commutes with 9(1E) and, therefore, with 2.)
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Next, define the pair (T 1 , _^1) on HK by the formulae
T 1(!)=\T(!)0
D
*
(!)
0 + , _^1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_^$(a)+ .
The calculations just performed show that (T 1 , _^1) is a covariant pair.
Since the map !  !=* is completely contractive, so is the map !  D
*
(!).
Thus T 1 is completely bounded. We shall see shortly that, in fact, it is
completely contractive. Set D
*
:=[D
*
(!)* H | ! # E], where the span is
taken in K. Then, since D
*
(!)*=?(!=*) W2, we see that D
*
reduces _^$
because _^$(a) ?(==*)=?(.$(a)(=!*))=?(a!*)=?(= (!a*)*) for
all a # A. Further, if we set H1=HD*, then H1 reduces T 1 and T 1 | H
=
1 =0.
Thus, for ! # E and a # A, we set D
*
(!)=D
*
(!) | D
*
and _$(a)=_^$(a) | D
*
to get the desired covariant representation (T1 , _1) on H1 extending (T, _)
on H, where
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D
*
(!)
0 + , _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+ .
To show that this covariant representation is completely contractive, we
show that T 1 T 1*=PH , where, as usual, T 1 : E_$ H1  H1 is given by the
formula T 1(!h)=T1(!)h. (See Lemma 3.5.) This will also show that
91(1E)=PH , thereby completing the proof of (1).
To this end, observe that T 1 PEH=T . Consequently, T 1PEH T 1*=
T T *=PH&22. It suffices therefore to prove
T 1PED
*
T 1*=22. (2)
Now T 1PED
*
(!k)=T1(!)k=D*(!)k=2W*?(!=*)k, for k # D*
and ! # E. Write V: ED
*
 K for the map given by V(!k)=?(!=*)k.
Observe that V(!ak)=?(!a=*)k=?(!=*)k=?(!=*) _$(a)k=
V(!_$(a)k) so that the map is well defined. Now, for !k and ’h
in ED
*
, we compute to conclude that V*V=1E (I&?(P)), showing,
in particular, that V is a partial isometry:
(V(!k), V(’h)) =(?(!=*)k, ?(’=*)h)
=(k, ?(=!*)(’=*)h)
=(k, ?((I&P) .$((!, ’) )(I&P))h)
=( (I&?(P))k, .$((!, ’) )(I&?(P))h)
=(! (I&?(P))k, ’ (I&?(P))h) .
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The image of V is the closed subspace spanned by [?(!=*)k | k # D
*
,
! # E]. In turn, this may be expressed as the closed linear spans
 [?(!=*) ?(=’*)W 2h | !, ’ # E, h # H]
= [?(!’*)W 2h | !, ’ # E, h # H]
= [?(K(E))W 2H].
Since ? is {K(E $)&s*K continuous, this subspace is also equal to
?(L(E))W 2H and, of course, VV* is the projection onto it. Since this
subspace contains ?(.(a))W 2H=W_(A) 2H=W 2_(A)H=W 2H, we
see that VV*W2=W2 and that (2W*V )(2W*V )*=2W*W2=22.
However, we saw above that T 1PED
*
=2W*V and it follows, now, that
T 1PED
*
T 1*=(2W*V )(V*W2)=22,
completing the proof that T 1T 1*=91(1E)=PH .
(2) For (2), assume that an extension (T1 , _1) on H1=HD*
exists and that 91(1E) is the projection of H1 onto H. Then 91(.(a))=
_1(a) 91(1E), by part (5) of Lemma 5.1. By hypothesis, 91(1E)=PH and
_1(a) PH=PH _1(a)=_(a) PH . By part (1) of Lemma 5.1, 91 is continuous
with respect to the strict topology on L(E) and the V-strong topology on
B(H1). Since 91(.(a))=_(a)PH , we conclude that the map .(a) [ _(a)
from .(A) to B(H) is continuous with respect to the strict topology on
L(E) and the V-strong topology on B(H ). K
Remark 5.8. It is worthwhile to note that the ‘‘minimality’’ condition,
(1.1) in Proposition 5.7 does not seem to guarantee the uniqueness up to
unitary equivalence of the extended completely contractive covariant
representation (T1 , _1). This is because of the arbitrariness coming from
the use of Lemma 5.6 (cf. Proposition 3.2).
Proposition 5.7 is the first step in an inductive argument for proving the
existence of a fully coisometric extension of a completely contractive covariant
representation of a strict correspondence. The next lemma validates the induc-
tion step in the construction.
Lemma 5.9. Assume that E is a strict correspondence over the C*-algebra A,
and let (T, _) be a completely contractive, covariant representation of E on a
Hilbert space H with the two properties that the kernel of . is contained in the
kernel of _ and that the map from .(A) to _(A)B(H), given by .(a) [ _(a),
is continuous with respect to {K on L(E) and s*H on B(H ). Let (T1 , _1) be
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the extension of (T, _) constructed in Proposition 5.7 acting on the space
H1=HD* and assume that the kernel of . is contained in the kernelof _1 .4 Then:
1. the map from .(A) to _1(A), given by .(a) [ _1(a), is continuous
with respect to the topology {K on L(E) and the topology s*H1 on B(H1); and
2. If (T2 , _2), acting on H2=H1 D*1 , is the extension of (T1 , _1)constructed in Proposition 5.7, with
T2(!)=\T1(!)0
D
*1
(!)
0 + ,
then
PH D*1(!)=0, ! # E.
Proof. The first assertion is immediate from how _1 is defined. For the
second, we simply follow the line of proof of Proposition 5.7 so that with
the obvious change in notation we have D
*1
(!)=21 W1*?1(!=*), where
21=(1H1&91(1E))
12 and W1*?1(.(a))W1=_1(a). Since 91(1E)=PH , we
find that 21=PD
*
and so PHD*1(!)=0. K
Theorem 5.10. Suppose that E is a strict correspondence over the C*-
algebra A with the property that E is faithful as a left A-module, i.e., assume
that . is injective. Suppose, also, that (T, _) is a completely contractive
covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space H with the property that the
map from .(A) to _(A)B(H ), given by .(a) [ _(a), is continuous with
respect to the strict topology {K on L(E) and the strong-V topology s*H
on B(H). Then there is a Hilbert space H containing H, and a fully coisometric,
completely contractive covariant representation (U, \) of E on H such that U
and \ leave H invariant and satisfy the equations
(1) \(a) | H=_(a), a # A, and
(2) U(!) | H=T(!), ! # E.
We shall refer to (U, \) simply as a fully coisometric extension of (T, _).
Proof. Since the kernel of . is automatically contained in the kernel of _,
because it is zero, we may use Lemma 5.9 to apply Proposition 5.7 repeatedly
as we did in the proof of Theorem 3.3. The definition of (U, \) is similar to the
definition of (V, ?) in Theorem 3.3 and so is the proof of (1) and (2) above.
We omit the details. K
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4 We know of no apriori reason why the kernel of . needs to be contained in the kernel
of _1 . However, we have no example to the contrary.
It is worth making explicit the following two corollaries.
Corollary 5.11. Suppose, as in Theorem 5.10, that E is a strict corre-
spondence over the C*-algebra A with the property that E is faithful as a left
A-module. Suppose, too, that {K | .(A)={.(A) , so that . is a homeomor-
phism with respect to the strict topology on A and the strict topology on K(E)
restricted to the range of .. Then every completely contractive covariant
representation of E has a fully coisometric extension.
Proof. For every completely contractive covariant representation (T, _)
of E on a Hilbert space H the map taking .(a) into _(a) is {.(A)&s*H
continuous ([17, Proposition 1.1.13]). Hence the assumption that {K | .(A)
={.(A) ensures that the map is {K-s*H continuous. K
Corollary 5.12. Let E be a faithful, strict, finitely projective correspondence
over a unital C*-algebra A. Then every completely contractive covariant represen-
tation of E has a fully coisometric extension.
Proof. By definition, E is a summand of Cn(A) for some finite n. Also,
since A is assumed to be unital, we conclude that L(E)=K(E). So, in this
case, the strict topologies on A and L(E) are the norm topologies.
Consequently, since . is isometric, {K | .(A)={.(A) , and the result follows
from the Corollary 5.11. K
The general problem of deciding when the map .(a) [ _(a), a # A, is
{K&s*H continuous can be tricky. The following two propositions prove to
be helpful for this purpose. We state and prove them in slightly greater
generality than is needed at the moment, but the excess will be used later.
Proposition 5.13. Let E be a strict correspondence over a C*-algebra A,
let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant representation of E on a
Hilbert space H, and let M=9(1E)(H ), where 9 is the completely positive
extension of T to L(E). If J0 is an ideal in A contained in J with the
property that [.(J0)E]=E, then [_(J0)M]=M.
Hence, if [_(J0)H]{H and if (T1 , _1) is a completely contractive
covariant representation of E on the Hilbert space H1 that extends (T, _),
then PH 91(1E)(H1){H. In particular, then, by Proposition 5.7, (T, _) has
no fully coisometric extension.
Proof. Suppose [.(J0)E]=E and let [u*] be an approximate identity
for J0 . Since [.(J0)E]=E, we conclude that .(u*)  1E in the strict topology.
Since 9 is {K&s*H continuous by Lemma 5.1, we find that 9(.(u*))  9(1E)
in the strong-V operator topology. However, 9(.(u*))=_(u*) 9(1E) by
Lemma 5.1. Hence _(u*) 9(1E)  9(1E). Thus [_(J0) 9(1E)(H )]=
[9(1E)(H )].
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For the second assertion, suppose that [_(J0)H]{H and let (T1 , _1) be
an extension of (T, _) acting on the Hilbert space H1 . Then _1( } ) | H=_( } )
and so [_1(J0)H1]=[_1(J0)(H1 H )][_(J0)H]. This yields in turn,
PH 91(1E)HPH[_1(J0) 91(1E)(H1)]PH[_1(J0)H1]=
[_(J0)H]{H. K
Proposition 5.13 and part (2) of Proposition 5.7 combine to yield
Proposition 5.14. Let E be a strict correspondence over a C*-algebra A
with the property that [.(J0)E]=E for some ideal J0 of A contained in J.
Suppose also that ker . & J0=[0]. If (T, _) is a completely contractive
covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space H, then [_(J0)H]=H if
and only if ker .ker _ and the map .(a) [ _(a), from .(A) to _(A)B(H )
is {K&s*H continuous.
Proof. If [_(J0)H]{H, then it follows from Proposition 5.13 that for
every completely contractive covariant representation (T1 , _1) of E on a
Hilbert space H1 that extends (T, _), we have PH 91(1E)(H1){H. By part
(2) of Proposition 5.7 we conclude that the map .(a) [ _(a) is not {K&s*H
continuous.
For the converse, suppose that [_(J0)H]=H. Given a # ker . and
b # J0 , we have _(a) _(b)!=0 for all b # J0 and ! # H, since ab # J0 &
ker .=[0], and _(a) _(b)!=_(ab)!. Since, however, [_(J0)H]=H by
hypothesis, this implies that _(a)=0, i.e., a # ker _. Thus, ker .ker _.
Now suppose that [a*]* # 4 is a net in A with the property that [.(a*)]* # 4
converges to .(a) strictly. Then, for all b # J0 , .(a* b)=.(a*) .(b) 
.(a) .(b) and .(a**b)=.(a*)* .(b)  .(a)* .(b) in norm. Since the a**b,
a**b, ab, and a*b are all contained in J0 and since ker . & J0=[0] by
hypothesis, we conclude that a*b  ab and a**b  a*b in J0 . Thus _(a*) _(b)
=_(a*b)  _(ab)=_(a) _(b) and _(a**) _(b)=_(a**b)  _(a*b)=_(a*) _(b)
in norm. Since [_(J0)H]=H it follows that _(a*)  _(a) in s*H . K
Remark 5.15. It may be worthwhile to note that under the hypothesis
that [.(J0)E]=E, the space [_(J0)H] is invariant under (T, _). Indeed,
it certainly reduces _(A), on the one hand. On the other, we have, for ! # E
and a # J0 , T(!) _(a)H=T(!a)H. By hypothesis, and Cohen’s factoriza-
tion theorem, we may write !a=.(b)’ for some ’ # E and some b # J0 .
Thus we find that T(!a)H=_(b) T(’)H[_(J0)H].
The following example illustrates the kinds of difficulties one faces when
trying to produce coisometric extensions of completely contractive repre-
sentations and shows that some sort of hypotheses of the kind we have
been discussing are necessary. In particular, it shows that such a represen-
tation need not have any fully coisometric extensions. This, of course, was
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anticipated in Proposition 5.7, but the example shows the impossibility
rather emphatically.
Example 5.16. Let A be the sequence space l, let E=C(A), and let
the left action be defined by the formula, (.(a)!) i=ai! i, ! # C(A), a # l.
Then evidently E is a faithful strict correspondence over l. Since c0J
(=.&1(K(E))) and since [.(c0)E]=E, the condition, [.(J )E]=E, of
Propositions 5.13 and 5.14 holds. If one lets (T, _) be a completely contractive
covariant representation of E on the Hilbert space H, where T is identically
zero and _ is arbitrary, but different from zero, yet annihilates J, then one
has a completely contractive covariant representation of E with no fully
coisometric extension because, evidently [_(J )H]=0{H.
While the following corollary has special hypotheses, it is a useful
supplement to Corollary 5.12.
Corollary 5.17. Let E be a faithful, non-degenerate correspondence
over a C*-algebra A with the property that .(A)K(E). Then every completely
contractive covariant representation of E has a fully coisometric extension.
Proof. In this case, J=A and since E is assumed to be faithful,
ker . & J=[0]. Also, since E is non-degenerate, we have [.(J )E]=E. On
the other hand, since the representations _ of A appearing in completely
contractive covariant representations of E are assumed to be non-degenerate
by definition, we have [_(J )H]=H, where H is the Hilbert space of _. By
Proposition 5.14, then, the map from .(A) to _(A) given by .(a) [ _(a)
is {K&s*H continuous. The result follows from Theorem 5.10. K
5.3. J0-Coisometric Extensions
Even though the topological hypotheses of Theorem 5.10 may not always
be satisfied and, consequently, a fully coisometric extension of a completely
contractive covariant representation of a correspondence need not exist, we
shall show that J0-coisometric extensions do exist (see Definition 5.3)
provided we are dealing with a strict correspondence with the property that
ker . & J0=[0]. For the remainder of this subsection, we fix an ideal J0
inside the ideal J. We begin with an analogue of Proposition 5.7.
Proposition 5.18. Assume that E is a strict correspondence over the
C*-algebra A and assume that ker . & J0=[0]. Let (T, _) be a completely
contractive covariant representation of E on a Hilbert space H, and let Q be
the projection onto [_(J0)H]. If (T, _) is not already J0-coisometric, then
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there is a non-zero Hilbert space D
*
and a completely contractive covariant
representation (T1 , _1) of E on H1 :=HD* such that
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D
*
(!)
0 + , _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+
for ! # E, a # A, and such that, if 9 and 91 are the completely positive
extensions of T and T1 (respectively) to L(E), then 91(1E)9(1E) and
91(1E)Q, where we view 9(1E) and Q as operators on H1 in the obvious
way. We may also assume that D
*
=[D
*
(!)*H: ! # E].
Proof. First, we use a variation of part of the argument in the proof of
Proposition 5.14. Observe that if .(a*)  .(a) in {K , then for every b # J0 ,
.(a* b)=.(a*) .(b)  .(a) .(b)=.(ab) in norm. Since the a* b and ab are
all in J0 and since ker . & J0=[0], it follows that . is isometric on J0 and
so a*b  ab in norm. From this, it follows that if h=_(b) h0 # [_(J0)H],
then _(a*)h=_(a* b)h0  _(ab)h0=_(a)h. Hence the map .(a) [ _(a)Q
is {K&s*Q(H) continuous. Therefore, we may use Lemma 5.6, with Q(H )
replacing H. Note that while Q(H ) is invariant for _(A), it is not
necessarily invariant for T( } ). Fortunately, this is irrelevant for the use of
the lemma. We conclude that there is a Hilbert space K, an isometry
W: Q(H )  K, and a V-homomorphism ?: L(E$)  B(K ), that is {K(E $)&s*K
continuous, such that, for a # A, W*?(.(a))W=_(a)Q and WW*=
?(P)WW*, W*?(P)W=Q. Also, since _(a)Q=Q_(a), the map .(a)  _(a)Q
is multiplicative and, thus, WW* # ?(.(A))$. Hence
W*?(.(a))=_(a) QW*=Q_(a)W*, a # A.
Now let 2=(Q&FQ)12, where F=9(1E). Note that FQ=QF since F
commutes with _(A). Note, too, that 2{0 by hypothesis. Just as in the
proof of Proposition 5.7, we define, for ! # E,
D
*
(!)=2W*?(!=*)
and for a # A we let
_$(a)=?(.$(a)).
The proof that D
*
(!a)=D
*
(!) _$(a) is the same as that in the proof of
Proposition 5.7. Also
D
*
(.(a)!)=2W*?(.(a)!=*)=2W*?(.(a)) ?(!=*)
=2Q_(a) W*?(!=*)=_(a) D
*
(!)
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since 2Q=2. Hence, we may define (T1 , _1) as in the statement of the
proposition. Repeating the argument of Proposition 5.7, except that now
22=Q&FQ and W*?(P)W=Q, we conclude that 91(1E)=F+2Q2=
F+22=F+Q&FQF, showing that D
*
{0, and also that 91(1E)Q.
The last assertion of the proposition is proved just as in the proof of
Proposition 5.7. K
Theorem 5.19. Suppose that E is a strict correspondence over the
C*-algebra A with the property that ker . & J0=[0], and let (T, _) be a
completely contractive covariant representation of E on H. Then (T, _) has
a J0-coisometric extension; i.e., there is a Hilbert space H , containing H, and
a J0-coisometric, completely contractive covariant representation (U, \) of E
on H such that
(1) \(a) | H=PH \(a) | H=_(a), a # A, and
(2) U(!) | H=T(!), ! # E.
We shall refer to (U, \) as a J0-coisometric extension of (T, _).
Proof. The proof uses Proposition 5.18 inductively in the same way
that the proof of Theorem 5.10 uses Proposition 5.7. First note that the
analogue of Lemma 5.9 holds here too; i.e., if (T1 , _1) is what we get
from Proposition 5.18 and D
*1
, 91 , Q1 and F1 are the corresponding
maps produced by Proposition 5.18, then PHD*1(!)=PH(Q1&Q1F1)
12
W1*?1(!=*)=0 because Q1PH=PH Q1=Q and F1(=91(1E))Q. Now
apply Proposition 5.18 repeatedly to define infinite matrices:
U(!)=\
T(!)
0
0
D
*
(!)
0
0
0
D
*1
(!)
0
0
0
D
*2
(!)
. . .+
and
\(a)=\
_(a)
_$(a)
_$1(a)
. . .+ on HD*D*1  } } } .
If we let (Tn , _n) be the (n+1)_(n+1) upper left corner then (Tn+1 , _n+1)
is constructed from (Tn , _n) as in Proposition 5.18. Therefore 9n+1(1E)
9n(1E) and 9n+1(1E)Qn (the projection onto [_n(J0)Hn]). If 9 is the
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completely positive extension of U to L(E) and if Q is the projection onto
[\(J0)H ] then for every n,
9 (1E)9n(1E)Qn&1 .
Since Q = Qn , 9 (1E)Q ; i.e., (U, \) is J0-coisometric. K
Now we shall show that given a completely contractive covariant represen-
tation (T, _) that is also J0-coisometric, its isometric dilation (given by
Theorem 3.3) is also J0-coisometric. This will enable us to conclude that
every completely contractive covariant representation of E has a dilation
that is both isometric and J0-coisometric (assuming, of course, that E is
strict and ker . & J0=[0]). In a sense, this result should be viewed as the
generalization to the context we are studying of the existence of a unitary
( power) dilation for a contraction operator.
Proposition 5.20. Suppose that E is a correspondence over a C*-algebra A.
Let (T, _) be a J0-coisometric, completely contractive, covariant representation
of E on a Hilbert space H, and let (T1 , _1) be the dilation constructed
immediately before Lemma 3.7. Then (T1 , _1) is also J0-coisometric.
Proof. Recall that
T1(!)=\T(!)D(!)
0
0+ and _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+ ,
where D(!)=2_E (!), _$(a)=_E (.(a)) and the space for (T1 , _1) is HK,
where K=[D(!)H: ! # E]. First note that [_E (!)H: ! # E]=EH
and, thus, K=Range 2=Range(_E (P)&T *T )12=Range 22.
We assume that 1H9(1E)Q. Since 9(1E) commutes with Q (because
9(1E) # _(A)$, while Q=[_(J0)H] # _(A)"), we conclude that (9(1E)&
9(1E)2)Q=0. Hence
(9(1E)&9(1E)2) _(b)=0, b # J0 .
Therefore
_(b) T 22T *_(b)*=_(b) T (I&T *T ) T *_(b)*
=_(b)(T T *&(T T *)2) _(b)*
=_(b)(9(1E)&9(1E)2) _(b)*=0.
Hence
_(b) T 2=0, b # J0 .
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We can combine this with Lemma 3.6 to get
T _E (.(b))2=0, b # J0
and, since the lemma also shows that T *T commutes with _E (.(b)), we
conclude that _E (.(b)) commutes with 22, hence with 2. Thus
T 2_E (.(b))=0, b # J0 .
Note that PH T 1 | EH=T and PKT 1 | EH=D where D : EH  K
is defined by the formula D (!h)=D(!)h. It follows that T T *=PHT 1T 1*PH ,
T D *=PH T 1T 1*PK , and D D *=PK T 1T 1*PK , or in matrix form,
T 1T 1*=\T T *D T *
T D *
D D *+ .
But note that D (!h)=D(!)h=2_E (!)h=2(!h). Hence,
91(1E)=\9(1E)2T *
T 2
22 + .
From what we showed above, for b # J0 ,
_1(b) 91(1E)=\_(b)0
0
_E (.(b))+\
9(1E
2T *
T 2
22 +
=\_(b) 9(1E)0
0
_E (.(b)) 22+ .
For every non-negative b # J0 we find that
_1(b) 91(1E)=\_(b) 9(1E)0
0
_E (.(b)) 22+\
_(b)Q
0
0
_E (.(b)) 22+ .
(Note that _(b) 9(1E) = 9(1E) _(b) and _E (.(b)) 22 = 22_E (.(b)).)
However, [_(b)Q: 0b1A , b # J0]=Q=[_(b): 0b1A , b # J0]
and [_E (.(b)) 22 : 0b1A , b # J0]=Q$22 where Q$ is the projection
onto [_E (.(J0))HE]. Consequently, we obtain the inequality
Q191(1E)Q+Q$22.
Now note that 91 is multiplicative. To show this it suffices to show that
91((!1 !2*)(’1’2*))=91(!1!2*) 91(’1’2*);
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i.e.,
91(!1(!2 , ’1) ’2*)=T1(!1) T1(!2)* T1(’1) T1(’2)*;
i.e.,
T1(!1) _1((!2 , ’1) ) T(’2)*=T1(!1)(T1(!2)* T1(’1)) T1(’2)*.
Since T1 (!2)* T1 (’1) = _ ( ( !2 , ’1 ) )PH , it is left to check that
T1(!1) _$((!2 , ’1) ) T(’2)*=0. However, this product is
\T(!1)D(!1)
0
0+\
0
0
0
_$((!2 , ’1) )+\
T(’2)*
0
D(’2)*
0 +=0.
Hence 91 is multiplicative and, thus, 91(1E) is a projection. We just saw
that Q1 91(1E)Q+Q$22. Since we assumed, in Lemma 3.7, that K=
[D(!)H: ! # E] and since we showed that this is the range of 22, we see
that since Q$ commutes with 22, the range of Q$22 is the range of the
projection Q$. Hence the range of Q+Q$22 is the range of Q+Q$=Q1 .
Since 91(1E) is a projection that commutes with Q1 , 91(1E)Q1 is a projec-
tion that majorizes Q+Q$22. Thus it majorizes its range Q1 . We conclude
that 91(1E) Q1Q1 , so that 91(1E)Q1 . K
The following corollary is immediate from the preceding proposition and
the inductive way the minimal isometric dilation of a completely contractive
covariant representation is constructed. We therefore omit the details.
Corollary 5.21. Let (T, _) be a J0-coisometric, completely contractive
covariant representation of a correspondence E on a Hilbert space H, and let
(V, ?) be the minimal isometric dilation of (T, _) given by Theorem 3.3. Then
(V, ?) is J0-coisometric.
Combining Corollary 5.21 with Theorem 5.19, we have a proof of the
following
Theorem 5.22. Suppose that E is a strict correspondence over the
C*-algebra A and suppose J0 is an ideal of A contained in J with the
property that ker . & J0=[0]. Then every completely contractive covariant
representation (T, _) of E has a dilation that is both isometric and J0-coisometric.
6. ORTHOINJECTIVE HILBERT MODULES AND C*-ENVELOPES
Suppose that A is a subalgebra of a C*-algebra B and assume A
generates B as a C*-algebra. An ideal I in B is called a boundary ideal for
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A in case the quotient map q: B [ BI is completely isometric when
restricted to A. If I is the largest ideal with this property, then I is called
the Shilov boundary ideal in B for A. The terminology was introduced by
Arveson in [1], but he left unsettled whether the Shilov boundary ideal
always exits. This was proved later by Hamana in the very important paper
[15]. The significance of the Shilov boundary ideal lies in the fact that the
quotient BI is a complete isometric isomorphism invariant for A; it is
completely determined by the matrix norm structure on A and is independent
of B. More precisely, suppose that for i=1, 2, Ai is an operator algebra
generating the C*-algebra Bi and suppose _: A1 [ A2 is a completely
isometric algebra isomorphism, then there is a C*-isomorphism ?: B1 I1
[ B2I2 , where Ii is the Shilov boundary ideal in Bi for Ai , such that the
diagram
A1 ww
_
A2
q1 q2
B1 I1 ww
?
B2 I2
commutes, where qi is the quotient map from Bi to Bi Ii restricted to Ai .
This allows us to define the C*-envelope of an abstractly given operator
algebra A to be BI where B is the C*-algebra generated by a completely
isometric copy of A and I is the corresponding Shilov boundary ideal. It
is denoted C*(A). In this section, our primary objective is to identify
C*(T+(E)) for certain correspondences E. For this, we begin with the
following proposition that helps to clarify the relation of the relative
CuntzPimsner algebra O(J0 , E) to T+(E). Recall that J0 is an ideal in
J=.&1(K(E)) and that O(J0 , E) is defined to be the quotient of T(E) by
the ideal I(J0) generated by the family .(J0)P0 in T(E), where P0 is the
projection onto the summand A in the Fock space F(E).
Proposition 6.1. Suppose that E is a strict correspondence over the
C*-algebra A and suppose J0 is an ideal of A contained in J with the
property that ker . & J0=[0]. Then I(J0) is a boundary ideal in T(E)
for T+(E). Thus, in this case, C*(T+(E)) is a quotient of O(J0 , E).
Proof. Let q: T(E) [ O(J0 , E) be the quotient map, so that the ideal
I(J0)=ker q. We want to prove that q | T+(E) is completely isometric. For
this, it suffices to show that if (aij) # Mn(T+(E)) then &(aij)&&(q(aij))&. So
fix such a matrix and choose an isometric covariant representation (V, _)
of E with the property that its integrated form ?: T(E) [ B(H?) is isometric
at (aij), i.e., such that &(?(aij))&=&(aij)&. (Such a ? exists since every represen-
tation of Mn(T+(E)) is unitarily equivalent to a representation of this
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form.) By Theorem 5.22, (V, _) has a dilation (V , _~ ) that is isometric and
J0-coisometric. If ?~ denotes its integrated form, then ?~ annihilates I(J0) by
Lemma 5.5 and since ?~ is a dilation of ? we have the following inequality
that completes the proof:
&(aij)&=&(?(aij))&&(?~ (aij))&&(q(aij))&. K
We note in passing that an alternate proof of this proposition may be
based on Theorem 2.5 in [28].
A notion related to boundary ideals is the concept of a boundary
representation. An irreducible C*-representation ? of B on a Hilbert space
H is a boundary representation for A if it is the unique completely positive
map of B into B(H ) which agrees with ? on A. Whether or not boundary
representations exist in general is, as far as we know, an open problem.
However, by Proposition 2.2.3 of [1], the kernel of any boundary
representation of B for A contains every boundary ideal in B for A. (If,
moreover, the intersection of the kernels of all the boundary representa-
tions is a boundary ideal, then the intersection is the Shilov boundary ideal
[1, Theorem 2.2.3].) In [25], we proved the following result that relates
boundary representations to orthoprojective and orthoinjective Hilbert
modules. We state it here for reference and because we wish to add a little
bit more than is explicit in [25].
Theorem 6.2. Let B be a C*-algebra and let A be an operator algebra
contained in B and generating B. Further, let \: A [ B(H\) be a completely
contractive representation of A. Then \ is the restriction to A of a boundary
representation of B for A if and only if the Hilbert module H\ is irreducible5
and both orthoprojective and orthoinjective.
Proof. If \ is the restriction of a boundary representation ? to A, i.e.,
if H\=H? and \(a)=?(a), for all a # A, then H\ is irreducible because ?
is irreducible and A generates B as a C*-algebra. Also, H\ is orthoprojec-
tive and orthoinjective by the theorem in [25]. If, on the other hand, H\
is both orthoprojective and orthoinjective, then by the theorem in [25],
again, \ is the restriction to A of a C*-representation ? of B, i.e., H\=H?
and \(a)=?(a), for all a # A. If ? were reducible, \ would be too. So, if
H\ is irreducible, orthoprojective, and orthoinjective, ? is a boundary
representation of B for A. K
Given a correspondence over a C*-algebra A, Theorems 2.12 and 4.8
allow us to identify the orthoprojective Hilbert modules over T+(E) with
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5 This means, just as for C*-representations, that there are no non-trivial subspaces M of
H\ such that M and M= are invariant for \(A); equivalently, H\ is irreducible if and only
if there are no non-trivial projections in the endomorphism algebra End(H\)=\(A)$.
the isometric covariant representations of E. We show next a relation
between the orthoinjective Hilbert modules over T+(E) and the completely
contractive coisometric representations of E.
Theorem 6.3. Let E be a strict correspondence over the C*-algebra A
and let (T, _) be a completely contractive covariant representation of E on a
Hilbert space H.
(1) If ker . is contained in ker _ and if the map from .(A) to
_(A)B(H ) is {K&s*H continuous, then (T, _) is fully coisometric if and
only if the representation __T of T+(E) is orthoinjective.
(2) Suppose J0 is an ideal in A contained in J=.&1(K(E)) with the
property that ker . & J0=0 and [.(J0)E]=E. Then (T, _) is J0-coisometric if
and only if __T is orthoinjective.
Proof. (1) Write \ for __T and suppose \ is not orthoinjective. Then
there is a Hilbert space H1$H and a completely contractive representation
\1 of T+(E) on H1 leaving H invariant, but not reducing \1 . This means
that if we write \1 in its disintegrated form, as we may by Theorem 3.10,
we obtain a completely contractive covariant representation (T1 , _1) of E
on H1 such that, with respect to the decomposition H1=H (H1 H ),
we have
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D(!)
S(!)+ , and _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+ , a # A, ! # E,
and D(!){0 for some ! # E. This means, immediately, that 9(1E){1H ,
and so (T, _) is not fully coisometric.
On the other hand, if (T, _) is not fully coisometric, we may apply
Proposition 5.7 to produce an extension (T1 , _1) on the Hilbert space
H1=HD* where T1 has the matrix representation
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D
*
(!)
S(!) + ,
where D
*
(!) is different from zero for some !. This means that if \1 is the
integrated form of (T1 , _1), then \1 is a proper extension of \ and so \ is
not orthoinjective. This proves (1).
The proof of (2) is similar. If \ :=__T is not orthoinjective, it has a
completely contractive extension which we may disintegrate as _1_T1 and
such that we may write as before
T1(!)=\T(!)0
D(!)
S(!)+ , and _1(a)=\
_(a)
0
0
_$(a)+ ,
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a # A, ! # E, where D is not the zero map. Let 91 be the completely positive
extension of T1 to L(E). Then by Proposition 5.13, [_1(J0) 91(1E)H1]=
[91(1E)H1]. Applying PH we obtain the inclusions
Q(H )$[_(J0) PH91(1E)H1]=PH[91(1E)H1]$[PH 91(1E)H],
where, recall, Q is the projection of H onto [_(J0)H]. Now PHT 1=
PH T 1PEH+PHT 1PED=PH T +PH D , where D (!h)=D(!)h, h # D,
! # E. Hence, PH91(1E)PH=PHT 1T 1*PH=T T *+D D *z T T *=9(1E).
Since the range of PH91(1E) | H is contained in Q(H) and 0PH91(1E)PH
PH , we have PH 91(1E)PHQ. Since D{0, we conclude that 9(1E)Z
PH 91(1E)PHQ, showing that (T, _) is not J0-coisometric.
For the other direction, assume that (T, _) is not J0-coisometric, so that
9(1E)3 Q. Note that since [.(J0)E]=E, by hypothesis, Proposition 5.13
implies that 9(1E)Q. Thus, we may assume the inequality is strict: 9(1E)
Z Q. Recall the proof of Lemma 5.6 and note that if h, in that lemma, is
in Q(H ), then by Cohen’s factorization theorem h=_(b)h0 , b # J0 , h0 # H.
Hence, as we saw in the proof of Proposition 5.18, if .(a*)  .(a) in the
strict topology {K , then .(a*b)  .(ab) and .(a**b)  .(a*b) in norm.
Since ker . & J0=[0], by hypothesis, . is isometric on J0 and so a*b  ab
and a**b  a*b in norm. Therefore _(a*b)  _(ab) and _(a**b)  _(ab) in
norm. Thus the functional |0(.(a))=(_(a)h, h) =(_(ab)h0 , _(b)h0) is
continuous in the strict topology. The rest of the argument in the lemma
remains the same and we obtain an isometry W and a representation ?.
But this time W maps Q(H ) into K and
W*?(.(a))W=_(a)Q.
We now repeat the analysis in Proposition 5.7 except that this time we
define 2=- Q&9(1E). We define D(!) and _1(a) as in Proposition 5.7.
We then have W*?(.(a))W=_(a)Q and, thus, W*?(.(a))=Q_(a)W*.
Hence 2W*?(.(a))=2_(a)W*. (This is where we used the fact that
W*?(.(a))W=_(a).) The rest of the argument holds, and allows us to
define T1 and _1 that extend (T, _). Also we get 91(1E)=9(1E)+22=
Qz 9(1E). Hence __T is not orthoinjective. K
We now have arrived at the motivating objective for this paper. The first
assertion in it is an immediate consequence of Proposition 6.1. (The ideal
J0 there is J here, and . is assumed injective.) We state it here for the
purpose of emphasis.
Theorem 6.4. Let E be a strict correspondence over the C*-algebra A.
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(1) If E is faithful as a left A-module, then the C*-envelope of T+(E),
C*(T+(E)), is a quotient of the CuntzPimsner algebra O(E).
(2) If J0 is an ideal in A, contained in J=.&1(K(E)), with the two
properties, (2.1) ker . & J0=[0] and (2.2) [.(J0)E]=E, then the C*-envelope
of T+(E), C*(T+(E)), is the relative CuntzPimsner algebra O(J0 , E).
Proof. We attend to the proof of (2). Since I(J0) is a boundary ideal
by Proposition 6.1, we need only show that every irreducible representation
of O(J0 , E) is a boundary representation. If ?=__V is an irreducible
representation of O(J0 , E), then H? is orthoprojective by Theorem 4.8.
Also, by Lemma 5.5, we conclude that (V, _) is J0-coisometric. By our
standing hypotheses, (2.1) and (2.2), we conclude from part (2) of Theorem 6.3
that ? | T+(E) is orthoinjective. The proof, then, is completed by appeal to
Theorem 6.2. K
The proof of Theorem 6.4 yields more than expected. We call attention
to this in
Corollary 6.5. Under the hypotheses of part (2) in Theorem 6.4,
every irreducible representation of C*(T+(E)) (=O(J0 , E)) is a boundary
representation.
We shall see an example later where C*(T+(E)) has irreducible representa-
tions that are not boundary representations.
Another immediate corollary of Theorem 6.4 that complements Corollaries
5.12 and 5.17 is
Corollary 6.6. Let E be a faithful and essential correspondence over a
C*-algebra A. If .(A)K(E), in particular, if E is finitely projective, then
C*(T+(E))=O(E).
Proof. In this case, J0=J=A and, therefore, O(J0 , E)=O(E) by the
discussion after Definition 2.18. The assumption that E is faithful means
that ker .=[0], so hypothesis 2.1) of Theorem 6.4 is satisfied. On the
other hand, the assumption that E is essential means, in this case, that
hypothesis 2.2) of Theorem 6.4 is satisfied. Hence C*(T+(E))=O(E) by
that theorem. K
A third immediate corollary of Theorem 6.4 identifies C*(T+(E)) when
E arises in the context of Exel’s partial automorphisms. Recall from
Example 2.22 that this means that we are given two ideals J0 and J1 in the
C*-algebra A and a C*-isomorphism %: J0 [ J1 . The correspondence E is
J1 with the usual A-valued inner product, and . is given by the formula
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.(a)b=%(a%&1(b)), a # A, b # J1 . We saw in Example 2.22 that J0J and
that ker . & J0=[0]. Since
.(J0)E=%(J0 %&1(J1))=%(J0 } J0)=%(J0)=J1=E,
the hypotheses of part (2) of Theorem 6.4 are satisfied. If, in addition, we
take into account Proposition 2.23, we have proved
Corollary 6.7. If E is the correspondence over the C*-algebra A deter-
mined by the partial automorphism %, then the C*-envelope of T+(E) is
(isomorphic to) Exel ’s covariance algebra C*(A, %).
The following corollary gives another illustration of the need for
considering relative CuntzPimsner algebras.
Corollary 6.8. Suppose
A=\AE
0
B+
is an operator algebra of the kind considered in Example 2.10. Suppose, too,
that BK(E) and that as a left B module, E is essential. Then the C*-envelope
of A is L, the linking algebra of A and K(E). Further, every irreducible represen-
tation of L is a boundary representation for A.
Proof. As in Example 2.10, we view E as a correspondence over the
algebra C=AB. Then whether E is viewed as a Hilbert C*-module over
A or C, the algebra of compact operators on E is the same, so simply
writing K(E) for this algebra is unambiguous. The kernel of the map . giving
E the structure of a correspondence over C is A. The ideal, then, to consider
is J0=B, which makes sense, since we are assuming that BK(E). It evidently
satisfies condition 2.1 of Theorem 6.4. It satisfies condition 2.2, also, because
we are assuming E is an essential B module. (Of course, then, necessarily
E is strict, so Theorem 6.4 is applicable.) We conclude from Theorem 6.4
that the C*-envelope of A is O(J0 , E) and we conclude from Corollary 6.5
that every irreducible representation of O(J0 , E) is a boundary representa-
tion. So, it remains to identify this algebra more concretely as L. To this
end, note that our hypotheses guarantee that the Fock space over E is CE
=ABE and that T(E) is naturally identified with LB. Consequently,
we need to show that the ideal I(J0) is the summand B. By definition, I(J0)
is the ideal generated by .(J0)P0 . But, with F(E) written as ABE,
we see that for
a 0 0
a+b # AB, .(a+b)=\0 b 0+ ,0 0 b
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while
1 0 0
P0=\0 1 0+ ,0 0 0
where the 1’s are the identities in A and B, if these algebras are unital,
otherwise, they are the identities in their multiplier algebras. It follows that
0 0 0
.(a+b)P0=\0 b 0+ ,0 0 0
from which it evident that I(J0) is the summand B in the representation
of T(E) as LB. K
The algebras O(J0 , E) arise naturally in the study of quiver algebras,
also. Using the notation of Example 2.9, and continuing the discussion
there, we see that . will fail to be injective if the range map r: Q(1)  Q(0)
is not onto. The kernel of . is C(X ), where X=Q(0)"r(Q(1)). If J0 :=C(r(Q(1))),
then it is not hard to see that the conditions (2.1) and (2.2) of Theorem 6.4
are satisfied (., applied to the function that is constantly equal to 1 on r(Q(1)),
gives the identity operator on E.), and so the C*-envelope of the tensor
algebra over E=C(Q(1)) is seen to be O(J0 , E) in this case. One can
describe this algebra more concretely in many situations, but we shall not
enter into details here.
If . is an injective, unital endomorphism of a unital C*-algebra A, giving
rise to the correspondence E=A, in the usual way, then as noted in [28],
O(E) is the algebra described by Cuntz in [7]. Of course, this type of
correspondence is covered by the hypotheses of Corollary 6.6. On the other
hand, as noted in the continuation of Example 2.6, after Theorem 3.13,
T+(E) is completely isometrically isomorphic to Peters’s semi-crossed
product Z+_. A. Hence, we arrive at the following corollary that was, in
fact, anticipated in Peters’ Proposition II.4 of [27].
Corollary 6.9. If . is an injective, unital endomorphism of a unital
C*-algebra A, then the C*-envelope of the semi-crossed product, Z+_. A is
isomorphic to the Cuntz algebra associated to A and . in [7].
Finally, we have
Continuation of Example 2.7. Recall that here, the correspondence E
is ordinary Hilbert space over the C*-algebra C. The algebra T+(E) is the
algebra An , n=dim E, considered by Popescu in [30]. In this case, J=C
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when n is finite, and is zero when n is infinite. Consequently, when n is
finite we find from Corollary 6.6 that the C*-envelope of An is On . On the
other hand, when n=, Corollary 6.6 does not apply. However, the
hypotheses of part (1) of Theorem 6.4 are clearly satisfied and so we may
conclude from it that C*(A) is a quotient of O . Since, however, O is
simple, we conclude, in fact, that C*(A)=O .
Of course when n=, T(E)=O , so there is nothing, really, to prove.
However, our analysis gives somewhat more information. Note that the
irreducible representations of On on a Hilbert space H are in one-to-one
correspondence with n-tuples of isometries [Vk]nk=1 such that 
n
k=1 VkVk*
=1H , if n<, and such that nk=1 VkVk*1H , if n=. In the analysis that
went into the proof of Corollary 3.16, we saw that such families of isometries give
rise to C*-representations of T(E). On the other hand, if 9 is the completely
positive map on L(E)=B(E) associated with the isometric covariant represen-
tation of E determined by such a sequence [Vk]nk=1 , then it is clear that
9(1E)=nk=1 VkVk*. Thus, taking part (1) of Theorem 6.3 into account,
we see from Theorem 6.2 that all the irreducible representations of On are
boundary representations for An when n is finite. Alternatively, one may
simply use Corollary 6.5. On the other hand, this shows, too, that the
boundary representations of O for A coincide with irreducible families of
isometries [Vk]k=1 on a Hilbert space H such that 

k=1 VkVk*=1H .
Thus, if k=1 Vk Vk*Z 1H , the family [Vk]

k=1 does not determine a
boundary representation of O for A . Now, up to unitary equivalence,
there is but one such family of isometries. Indeed, by Theorem 2.11 of [19],
an irreducible family of isometries, [Vk]k=1 , such that 

k=1 Vk Vk*Z 1H is
unitarily equivalent to [T=k]

k=1 acting on the Hilbert space F(E). (Alter-
natively, one may use the Wold decomposition theorem, Theorem 1.3,
in [29].) Thus in the case of A , the boundary representations of its
C*-envelope, O , coincide with O "[V], where V denotes the unitary
equivalence class of the unique irreducible representation corresponding to
an irreducible family of isometries [Vk]k=1 on a Hilbert space H such that
k=1 Vk Vk*Z 1H .
If one thinks of O  as being a noncommutative analogue of the Shilov
boundary of the (non-existent) maximal ideal space of A , one may well
think of O "[V] as being a noncommutative analogue of the Choquet
boundary. To our knowledge this is the first nontrivial, noncommutative
example where the Shilov boundaries and Choquet boundaries fail to
coincide. Whether this is more than a curiosity remains to be seen.
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